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PREFACE
This guidebook is one of a -series being developed under the sponsorship, of the
Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Comm3nd, directed for ESD by the
Directorate of Computer Systems Engineering (ESD/MCI).
The purpose of the series as a whole is to supplement other measures being
taken by the Air Force and Office of the Secretary of Defense to improve the
management of cOmputer.resources in defense system programs. Within the Air
Force, emphasis is placed on providing information in a form to support the
effective implementation of policies set forth in the 800-series Air Force
regulations. In this series sponsored by ESD, further emphasis is devoted
speci-fically- to software elements of programs to acquire the command, control,
and communications (C) class of systems.
Configuration management is one of several topics for which guidebooks are.
being planned or prepared under contract with- the MI1RE Corporation and System,
Development Corporation. It is contemplated that the Software Acquisition
Mdnagement (SAM) series as a whole, when completed, will*cover the following
topics:*
e Regulations, Specifications and Standards (AD-AO16401)
e Contracting for Software Acquisition (AD-A020444)
* Monitoring and Reporting Software Development Status (AD-AO16488)
s Statement of Work Preparation (AD-A035924)
e Reviews and Audits
# Computer Program Configuration Management
*

Computer Program Developm'~nt Specification (Requirements Specification)

s Software Documentation Requirements (AD-A027051)
*

Verification

*National Technical Info-mation Service accession numbers shown in parentheses
identify topics for which guidebooks have already been published. Fc' full
titles, authors, and other identification of these guidebooks, see Section 8,
Bibliography.

* Validation and Certification
9 Overview of the, SAM Guidebook Serl-es
v: -Software Maiten'arfce-.

.

* Software Quality Assurance
Software Cost Estimation" and Measurement
and Maintenance Facilities (AD-AO38234)
e Software Devel .opment
*

* Life Cycle,'Events (AD-A037115)
As. those titles may, imply,. the concern of the- guidebooks is not with computer
1

-programming standards or guidance of a technical nature. Rather, it is with
how to apply Air Force policy and practices for managing the acquisition of
niilitay systems to the software-related elements of those systems.
Thus, the focus is on management as opposd to technical guidance, and on
management in the context of Air Force systems, as opposed to generalized
management of software. At the same time, it is fundamental to the Air Force
systems approach that the management techniques must -be formulated and applied
in a manner which takes adequate account of the technical considerations
associated with each major class of system element--whether hardware, software,
facilities, data, or people.
This guidebook observes those and other general guidelines established by ESD
sponsors for the series as a whole, pertaining to such factors as content,
level,, and intended audience. The guidance is based, throughout, on current
Air Force and Joint Services regulations, specifications, and standards for
confi.guration management as they apply to computer programs.. To the best of
the author's ability, it also reflects problems, successes, and lessons learned
'through the'actual uses of those documents in a substantial number of electronic system programs .over the past decade.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

PURPOSE

This guidebook is addressed. t6 personnel of Ai, ,orde Systeh ,Command program
offices who are responsible for managing softwar,,,-related .portions of system
programs conducted in accordance with policies of the8OO-series Air Force
regulations4 Within that framework, its purpose is to provide basic instv,Ucti'onal and, reference materials which will support the effective application
of requirements for computer program configuration management.

1.2

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION

This first section presents information of x-background and,.introductor'y nature,
reviewing general concepts, p.rinciples, special terms, and the status oF :Air
Force/DoD configuration managemet standards. The remainder of the guidebook
consists of sections covering the topirs summarized briefly below:

Section 2 discusses the requirements and criteria for selecting assemblies ,of
computer program-code to be identified as computer program configuration items
(CPCIs), and includes a subsection sunmarizing the sources and coverage of
standards for identification nmbers and markings.
Section 3 is devoted to specifications. It addresses: specification types
ind forms; the specification tree; the system specification; computer program
development and product specifications; other types/forms of specifications
applicable to computer programs; and comparisons between software and hardware with respect to the roles of their specifications in the system acquisition cycle.
Section ,4covers requirements and procedures fur processing changes to approved
specifications. It identifies organizAional fctors, explains change classification, describes standard forms, and discusses procedures involved in the
preparation and processing of change proposals. It includes a subsection
dealing with concepts of interface control and. the documentation of interfaces
involving software.
Section 5 is devoted to requirements and practices of document identification
and niftenance which are significant to configuration management functions,
and to formal reports/records of status for documents, change proposals, and
CPCIs-,
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Sictton'6.a-ddresses- factors which come into play following completion of
development an:d initiation of the CPCl operations at a field location. Using
a s' nple system DT&E situation for ifllustrating it identifies the nature of
questions to be anticipated and shows how centralized controls and procedures
describedin'vopreceding sections relate to that expanded framework.
Section 7'contains notes written in response to questions raised by reviewers
of' a draft vrsion of this guidebook, pertaifiing to a few of the topics covered
in preceding sections.
The bibliography lists references cited in the text, other guidebooks published
to date, and a few other documents consulted by the author during prepardtion
of this guidebook,.,
Telosary identifies abbreviations used in the text and explains standard
Air Force/DoD terms as they apply to configuration management of coanputer
programs.
Thus, with respect to the familiar, major subtopics of configuration manage•ment: configuratnln identification is covered in Sections 2 and 3; configuration control is.cQyered in Section 4; and the software counterparts of confi..
guration statue ac,!ounting are covered in Section 5. Configuration audits
:re not specifically mentioned in the above Sunnary for the reason that those
are assigned as mi jor topics to be covered separately in the Reviews and Audits
guidebook. However, selected aspects of both audits and technical reviews are
dealt with in the text as necessary to explain their interrelationships with
the other configuration management tOpics under discussion.

1.3 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT:

ONE, LIMITED DISCIPLINE

Acquisition manaqement is accomplished in AFSC program offices (POs) by a complex of interrelated, but separately identified, management disciplines. The
disciplines represent separate areas of management responsibility which correspond, largely, V'ith individual career specialities of PO personnel. They are
also the basis fur the typical PO organization and for major topics addressed
in the'various acquisition management regulations, specifications, and standards. Thus, distinctions among assigned areas of functional responsibility,
as summarized briefly below, are generally fundamental to practices and interrelationships dealt with in later sections of this guide.*
*For more complete descriptions of these PO functions, see AFSCP 800-3, which
provides a separate chapter on each function.
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'e Engineering - Management of the technical program, including software and
other componeht engineering specialties, system engineering, and human
factors.
9 Procurement - Legal responsibilities for purchasing and contracts.
e Program-Control - Management of'program costs and schedules--i.e., estimating, controlling, tracking, and reporting of budgets,,costs, schedules,
and related management information.
* Test and Evaluation - Planning and control of the development test and
evaluation (DT&E) program; coordination and support of operational test
and evaluation (OT&E).
# Deployment - For electronic systems, management of system activation.
e Integrated Logistics S,'port - Planning and management of provisions for
deployment phase support of system operations and maintenance.
e Data Management - Identification and control of contractually deliverable
reports and other items of data produced for the program.
*

Configuration Management is defined in the current Joint 3ervices regulation, AFR 65-3, as:
"A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and
surveillance to (1) identify and document the functional and physical
characteristics of a configuration item, (2)control changes to those
characteristics, and (3) record and report change processing and
implementation status."

i:1,

Ix!

The remainder of this guide is devoted to further amplifying the scope and
practices of configuration management as those apply to computer programs.
However, configuration management is essentially a support function which
interacts closely with, and depends on the proper conduct of, engineering and
the other management disciplines. Hence, those interrelationships must also
be taken into account, including the restrictions which they impose on the
scope of a configuration manager's responsibilities within the system PO as
a whole. Two major sources of limitations to be recognized are represented
synoptically in Figure 1-1:

9

(a) the configuration managers ,most direct concern is with those system
elements,,which are subject to being designated as configuration
'items; and
(b) his authority with respect to those elements is further limited to
certain special, formalized aspects of their management control.
-DISCIPLINES

SYSTEM ELEMENTS

PROGRAM CONTROL

rPERSONNEL

PROCUREMENT

DATA ITEM

ENGNEERING

ATERIALS

LOGISTIC SUPPORT
TEST MANAGEMENT
DATA MANAGEMENT "

C

CONFIGURATION MGMT -

SERVICES
EQUIPMENT ITEM
SOFTWARE ITEM
FACILITIES ITEM

* ESTABLISH AND MONITOR STANDARDS FOR IDENTIFICATION
s CONTROL CHANGES TO CONFIGURATION ITEMS
e RECORD AND REPORT THE STATUS OF CHANGES

Figure 1-1.
1.4

Configuration Management - Responsibilities and Limitations

GENERAL CONCEPTS

The "system elements" identified in the preceding Figure 1-1 are distinguished
largely because they involve certain characteristic differences in the proper
approach to their acquisition and management. To some degree, they are
related to the management disciplines. However, it is significant that all of
the disciplines currently represented in system POs were firmly established,
with respect to approaches and procedures appropriate to the other system
elements, before the prominence of software* in systems became widely recognized.
7'Meaning, in this guide, computer programs; see 1.6.5. The term "software"
itself was fairly prominent in the 1950s, but it referred then to deliverable
items of contractor data, such as handbooks and manuals; that use can still
be found in some current regulations.
10

Problems have been encountered because computer programs represent a-relatively
new cla.s of"system components which are neither quite the same as, nor at the

same'time totally, diffrent from', any of the other elements.

A question of

long standing is whether a computer program should be acquired as an item of
data or as a manufactured product--I .e.,, in this context, whether to apply
procedures of' data management, vs. whether to subject it to procedures in such
areas ,as. engineering, test, and configuration management-. The Air Force
decision relatingf'to that question was reached as early as 1963. It is reflected in the existing regulations, specifications, and standards, and has
bye' reaffimed recently in such documents ,as AFR65-3 and AFR 800-14. That
decislon and some of its logic are outlined very briefly as follows:
* A-computer program is Intrinsically an item of data--i.e., it is written,
recorded, translated, reproduced, etc. in ways that are characteristic
of data as opposed to equipment.
.e However, its role as an element of the-operational system is more like
that of equipment; and -there are reasons to manage its development ,
through the use of techniques similar to those employed for equipment
items, e,.g., with respect to specifications, configuration control,
interface control, reviews, audits, testing, and the fact that a computer
program item is itself, like equipment, the basis for the preparation
of operating and support manuals.
e At the ,same time, established procedures for managing equipment items do
not automatically-apply; they must be tailored, throughout, to take into
account the unique characteristics of computer programs.
Thus, computer programs are presently classified as configuration items, but
are also recognized as separate from equipment, for purposes ofmanaging their
acquisition as elements of systems.*
In general, a configuration item is an identified facility, equipment item, or
computer program item which is specifically designated in a given ac~luisition
as being subject to configuration management. The "configuration" of an item
(or system) refers to the totality of its functional and physical properties,
which are defined and documented, for practical purposes, in the form of specifications. Thus, specifications serve as the principal documentary instruments
for configuration management; and it has become one important function of configuration management, historically, to promote and disseminate uniform standards to govern the types, forms, and levels of description at which specifications are prepared.
Various diffreices, in procedures and objectives for configuration management
of equipment and computer programs are discussed later in the text. A few
additional points pertaining to computer programs as data are provided in the
note, 7.1.

[

II

In a given developmental program, the actual content of each specification
results from the mainstream engineering efforts of technical analysis, .desigi,
and development. Manalement control is initiated by establishing a completed
specification, formally, as an approved and accountable document at the time
of Its .original issue. Through that action, the configuration described by
the specification becomes an explicit point of departure, or baseline configuration, against whi'n Changes can be proposed and evaluated.
Activities of formulating and implementing changes to a basel'ine configuration
are also basically technical.. Management controls are applied during the
change process to Assure: that each change proposed is evaluated in relation
to all relevant technical, schedule,, and cost -factors; and that each change
approved and implemented is.reflected in a corresponding change to the specification, so that the 'pecification continues to define the current approved
configuration of the system or item at all times.
As an imprtant part of that general configuraltion management process, the
status of configuration for the system and each item is made known to all
participating technical and management activities whose coordinated efforts
in developing the system may be affected. This function is accomplished by
controlled disseminaton, to appropriate activities of the specifications,
change proposals, updating changes, and periodic status reports.
The term "baseline management" is frequently used to describe the generalized
characteristics of that process, which can also be applied usefully in other
ways (see 4.5.1). Key elements of the process as it relates to a computer
program configuration item (CPCI) in a system program are illustrated in
Figure 1-2. In addition to the specifications, documents shown in the figure
include: (a)other technical, documents such at handbooks and manuals which
depend for their content on the computer program configuration; and (b)a
set of special forms and reports involved in processing changes and reporting
status. The actual CPCI is also represented, in the form of a magnetic tape
symbol, as the eventual object of control; however, working procedures of
configuration management are most directly concerned with the documents and
forms.

It should be noted that the technical documents represented in the figure other
than specifications--i.e., handbooks, manuals, plans--are important to configuration management because they are frequently subject to impact by changes to
the specifications. Direct control of those documents is maintained by
engineering and test functions; and they may unergo change for reasons unrelated to configuration management. However, configuration management is
responsible for tracking and reporting their status, primarily in order to
track the total implementation of approved changes to the specifications
(see2
12

It may -b tnerred from ,the diagram that configUration' management activities:
and Iocedures'are implemented increientally, beginning with baselining of
the system specification and later expanding as" specifications fbr individual
items are ,completed and baseltned. (Typically there are many, of those,
including equipuent, although only one is shown.) Terms introduced for the
successive biselines are:
e Functional Bameline. The functional baseline is. defined, by the system
sPecficatron1i n some programs, a set,,of lower-level specifications
my ..prepared in order to expand the performance and design requirements
for major system segments. When this occurs, the functional baseline is
defined by, theentire set of system plus system segment specifications.
e

Allocated Baseline. The set .of approved performa nce-leve] (development,
or Part 'I)specifications for configuration items is referred to as the
allocated baseline. The expression derives from the principle that the
development specification for each item 'is -basically an expansion of the
systempetformace and design requirements allocated to that item.

SYrSTEI4

I

1

/

I

M

I
I

f

rtI
SPECIFICATION

PLUS

_
PUSUT

Figure 1-2. Sequence and Structure of Documents Involved in Configuration
Management.
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e Product Baseline. The product baseline is defined by the set, of product
(Part I!i)specifcations for system configuration items, following their
formal auditing and approvals.
The general process depicted in Figure 1-2 is not materially affected by the
fact that development schedules for Individual item in the system may be
discrepant in their phasing. In system programs, it is also an important
principle that all three baselines are maintained for the life of the system.
Unlike practices which were once fairly comon, It is fundamental to the present practilce that an earlier, higher-level, baseline is not discarded as a
new one is added.

1.5 SOURCE REGULATIONS t SPECIFICATIONS, AND STANDARDS
The principal official documents dealing with various aspects of the infovuation covered t-. later sections of this guidebook are listed in Table 1-1.
Collectively,, they .provide comprehensive policy and requirements for software
configuration management which have proved to be both sound and highly effective when properly applied and understood. Misuses and misunderstandings have
been frequent, however, which can "be attributed in part to such factors as the
following:
s Except for some of the data item descriptions (DIDs), the documents are
organized to address the configuration management discipline, rather than
software as a separate system element. Predominant concern is with
practices, procedures, and points of emphasis which are important primarily
for hardware. Requiremerts specific to software are identified occasionally, but not consistently.
Requirements under- the various topics of identification, control, document
maintenance, status reporting, and audits tend to be scattered among the
many documents listed. Some are to be found only in the DIDs; most are
expressed in directive language, with minimum explanatory guidance or
cross-references to related requirements 'n other areas.
Coupled with those handicaps, the subject matter as a whole is inherently complex in its scope, potential depth, and interrelationships with other acquisition management activities. In attempting to alleviate those difficulties,
this guidebook places emphasis on identifying the specific locations and nature
of requirements in the various areas, and on explaining their intent, uses,
and interrelationships. But it does not attempt to duplicate the source
material itself. The content of later sections will be useful- to software
managers--and meaningful to other readers--to the degree that it is read and
used in conjunction with direct knowledge of the referenced source material.
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Tabile, 1-1.

1

AFR 65-3
AFR,57-4
Af.R 8
%2044
A~Sh/~A ~375_7

Significant Source. Documents Referenced in, the Text.

Configuration Management, (Joint 'Services)'
'Retrofit Configuration Changes
Volume It, Chaite 6 Coigration Manage~nt
C fr atioh Management. for Systems, Equipment,
Munitioad"IbComputet' Prorams

*Mi1tS~eifications/tandards
M1L .S8*96
$p*.cifjcatjons,, Types andruu
I~-SI)4~Configurtion -Control -_Engineering Changes, Deviations
and WaiversSpecification Practices
MIL-STD-490
NIL-STD-403
AIL-STD-1521A

.(USAF) 00nfiguration -Management 'Practices- for Systems,
Equipent, Muiitionst and Computer Programs
(USAF) Technical. Reviews and Audits for Systems,
Equi pment , and Computer Programs

Data Item.escriptions.

IDI-A-3029
.0144E-1041
Agenda

-Design

Reviews, Audits and Demonstrations

DI-E-3101

System Specification
,A40enduii Specification

DI-E-3105
DI &E-3l07
DI-E-3108DI-E-3118
DI-E-3ll9A
DI-E-3120A
,DI-E-3121
-DI-E-3122
DT-E-3123'
DI-E,3128
DI-E,3134

Inventory Speification
'Installation Compi eti on Notification
Configuration Management Plan (Ct4P)
Minutes of Formal Reviews, Inspections and Audits
Computer Program Development Specification
Computer Program Product Specification
(Computer Program)
Ceongu rption Docun
Program)
ocun
(Computer
Veon Dsription
Change Status Rdpott (Computer Program)
Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs)
Specification-Change Notice (Computer Program)
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The *fact that 'tasource standardi. have been undergoing, a number of changes I n

recet years Is..an addi tional compicatiqg, factor. .Also. it happens, that all
"of the domnts cited most frequently herein for their software-related onbing
.tent.are presently in the process of being reyised, and in some cases U
reidontified. Those a&rev

AF04/AFLI 3757. This is7 the Air Force general confiurtion manageumnt

j~TI~ji ISce dotmet dressed 'rMu~ri ly 'to in-os personnel., t
is being vyisO; and wil be*is**, as, an Air Force, 4ocuient -oher, than, a
IRAWal-0probbjys a pamphlet--and wil11l beat a different numbelr.
This ts- the Air Force supplemttto th. DoD'configuration,
-MLSD8
M~nigmi~tiiiaiidsq wihich now contains most of-the-contrctually-ppl icable
rui reents- for confaiguriti on:management of ctompter programs. S*e parts of
'it are bingW reie ~ ncorporation. I pto a,DoD-livel standard, prsntly
identifiedin draft. form 'as MIL-STD-XXX. Whether NtL-STD-483 willt~ontinue
to exist as*a.Air Force supplement is not yet known.
MIL-S1D.480. Revisions maIy eventually 'incorporat, some software change-processing requiremenits presently contained in'MIL-STD-483. Present plans are
to issue an interim MIL-ST.D-4,80A, pending coordination of additional revisiopns.
MIL-STD-490. The revision will incorporate format/content instructions for
com~puter program specifications presently contained inAppendix VI ofMIL-STD7
483, together with other changes. The revision wlll be identifie.d as MIL-STD490A.
Firm schedules for actual issuance of 'the approved revisions are not yet available. When they do appear, a revlsion of this guidebook will be indicated in
order to take account of the changes. .Based on review of coordination drafts
issued to date for all, of thoie documenit, however, it-appears that the impact
on software requirements will, be primarily-on their locations, rather than on
their content..

1.6 SPECIAL TERM4S
Formal definitions of'terms and abbreviations are provided inthe glossary,
Section 9~, for purposes of ifeference. The comnents below address a selected
few terms which arep-articulafly. important to the subject matter f'later
sections, but which have, been used'with varied and often misleading connotations. Purposes of these doqmients are to explain the intended meatins of the
terms as they are used herein, and to identify the nature of certain ambiguities.
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1.6.1

2uter Program

A computer program is generally understood to be a sequence of .coded. instructions, i!iluding coded Values, for fixed elements of data, dasigned to cause
an asseoI y of computing equipment to perform a function or set of functions.,
While thowe are some uses of the term which: imply an; instruction sequence of
llittd size or complexity, no such limitation is implied herein. The term
refers to &ny set of instructions (pristmably coherent)-,, of whatever size or
complexity. A computer program my be a CPCII, or part of a CPCI, or itmay
not be designated as a CPCI (see 1.6.2 below).
While a computer program may include certain elements of coded datai it may
not consist wholly of datal. For example, a mnagnetic tape containing only
coded input data values for insertioniInto an automatic test and checkout
equipment is not a computer program. This distinction'is obviously subject
to certain problems, which have resulted in controversies and conflicting
treatments in current Air Forre/DoD documents. Pendihg clarification, questions arising must be examined and resolved on a case-by-case basis..

1.6.2 Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCj
A CPCI is any computer program which satisfies an end-use function and is
specifically designated by a controlling agency for configuration management.
Not all computer programs used during the course of a project are necessarily
designated as CPCIs, e.g., ones which may be generated and used solely -or
development and test purposes. However, it is Air Force/DoD policy that those
being developed in a given program for delivery to the procuring activity are
to be designated and managed as CPCIs.
CPCIs are identified in each program on the basis of criteria which are discussed further in the naxt section. A CPCI may be very large or very small,
depending more on management than on technical considerations. That is,the
determination that a given assembly'of code constitutes a CPCI is based
heavily on such factors as source, whether developed or bought, schedules,
and eventual use and control.
A CPCI is the astual computer program end item in the form of coded instructions recorded on a medium (tape, cards, disc) suitable for insertion into the
computer. As such, the CPCI does not include the specification, since the
specificatlon is a separately-deliverable item of cotitractor data.
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1.6.3

Computer Program Component (CPC)

A CPC is a ajor part of a CPCI, identified for purtposes of convenience in
specifying and developing a CPCI as a set of subordinate elements. CPCs are
normlly understood to constitute the first-level breakdown of an item as
specified in its' Part I specification; i.e., they are the set of next-smaller
computer programs that mike up the CCI as a whole. Hbwever;-Cfts have
en",
Identified at a "somewhat lower asse*bly level, for a very large and complex
CPCI, when necessary for their adequate technical description in the Part 11
specification.
Thus, CPCS are structural parts of the end iten. They may or may not correspond Individually with major functions of the CPCI which are specified in its
Part I specification.

1.6.4

Engineering

"Engineering" is used in this guidebook in the broad sense of its definition
and use in such documents as AFR 800-3 and MIL-STD-499A, referring to any or
all of the various lines of technical effort involved in a system program. It
is the general term which encompasses system engineering, as' well as the many
equipment engineering specialities,, software engineering, and human factors
engineering. Within that broad concept, further distinctions observed in the
text are as follows.:
e Component Engineering is the general term for any specialized branch of
engineering, in which the primary focus of analysis and design activities
is within the scope of a given technical field or on one class of system
components, e.g., electrical, electronics, communications, or software.
e System Engineering is characterized by its focus on levels of analysis,
design, interface control, or other integrating activities which cut
across some number of component engineering disciplines.
* Software Engineering refers t6 the specialized technical knowledge and
effort req~ red to design, develop, implement, test, evaluate, and
support computer programs.
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As used~hiretn, %-ornatre"
As completely synonymous with "computer program(s)"
'Utiuse of wtotly c~nfllicttng Variations in Its established manings, the use
Ofthis terhas (cmn carefully avded n currnt Air Fore configuration
tem be
uses of thei
C~fn~dto-eAses
in, whtchz
i S clearly defined,
in the contract,
to be
that contractual
Itiosit ,icomended
standards.
rve
Oqutval'ntC
t"mputer program(s)"i
As a not
seprate
class ofaSdeliverable
it*, softwire-(computee
programs) should
be construed
Including end
contractor services, the specifications, or other items Of associated documnte
tton deliverable against the CORL. (See also the note, 7.2 herein, which
revtiSs some recent questions raised by uses of this ter in DoOD 5000,29.)
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SEIION 2., SELECTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM ,CONFIGURATION ITEMS
the selection of ,configuration items is a process which normaily occurs ,during
early stages of a system program,. Simply stated, it is the process by which
the complete set :of equipmentj computer programs, and, facilties.,elements contemplated for a system as a whole are separated for purposes, of managing their
development or otherprocurement into 4ndividually-identified subsets, 'Air
Force policy underlying the configuration item concept has been summarized
succinctly in'the following terms:
"...systems/equipment are not procured by single identifiable systems
but 'rather by separate end items of contractor peculiar Items, Air
Force Supply Federal Stock, ;and commercial 'off-the-shelf' items. "*
Hence, the. configuration item.is regarded as a level of management. Specifically, it is the level:
* At which the procuring activity specifies', contracts for, and accepts
individual parts of the system.
* Below which the developer is responsible for management of the development, or procurement, and assembly of item components.
* Above which the procuring activity retains responsibility for interfaces.,
integration, and system performance.
2.1

REQUiREMENTS'AND CRITERIA

Basic principles governing the selection of CIs in general, including a few
criteria specific to computer programs, are set forth in paragraphs 1-17
through 1-21 of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7. However, it is an important point of
emphasis, throughout that source, that the selection process is not subject
to "stylized" rules. Decisions should be based on experience, knowledge of
the principles and implications, knowledge of the given system program, and
attention 'to both technical and administrative considerations.
The identification of a given assembly of computer program instructions and
coded data as a CI Js basically a technical product of the system engineering
process. Although accomplished at an early stage of the program, it represents
*AFSCM" 375T, 'Configuration Management During the Acquisition Phase", 1 June
1962; p. 11-3. -%
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a dsig decision, resulttfig from the steps of: (a) functional analysis dnd
definition of system performance requirements, and (b)system design, during
wHich the defined functional and performance requirements are allocated among
planned assemblies of system physical elements. Sufficient analysis and study
of computer program.,deslgn at the system or system segment level must be performed tO:assure the technical soundness and feasibility of the to-be-developed
CPCIs. At that'early stage, the CI designation constitutes a commitment to
develop a deliverable end item--eg., in the form of a tape or deck of cards-whlch wt'll1 perform its allocated functions when eventually assembled into the
system.
The assembly levels to, be identified as CIs. are not arrived at, however, solely
through technical. considerations. In a system program a significant responsi.bi-lity, of engineering managers is to .plan and di-rect the technical analysis
and design effort in. such a way that the proposed levels of assembly selected
as CIs meet-established" criteria for their subsequent management. At the outset, for example, system engineering studies resulting in ,CI selection must
be guided by Air .F6rce :poiicy that computer programs are to be managed as configuration items '(AFR 800-14), and that computer programs are not to be identified as components of equipment CIs ,(AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7). Other major requirements and criteria to be observed in the process of selecting CPCIs are
summarized 6elow.
2.1.1

Requirements

The CI (originally "contract end item") is a level of assembly which the program office procures from a single contractor or other source. It is the
level at which a program office exercises formal management control over the
responsible contractor in the areas of configuration management, procurement,
program control, and monitoring of the contractor's technical progress. In
planning and implementing the system program, the following documents and
actions apply separately to. each CPCI:
*

Specifications.

e Proposed engineering changes, and reports of change implementation.
* 'Management information reporting against the contract work breakdown
structure.

i

The performance of technical reviews and configuration audits--PDR, CDR,
FCA, and PCA.
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* Thj.:preparat1ion of operating and user manuals.
4- The develope,'s formal test program.
* Formal accef.tance by the procuring activity.
*

2,.1.2

Selecti'Sn Criteria

Criteria listed below are to be regarded as a "shopping list", in that both
the. importance and applicabi-lity of the con;iderations listed vary-widely
among differetit system programs. The fact ;.hat the criteria are not independept of each jther points up, further, the Aeed for careful consideration of
.all relevant factors which apply to each CRCI.
In all cases,.the intended source (contractor) is aii essential starting point
for decisions, since (a)assemblies of compuer program elements to be acquired
from a single r'ontractor are potentially a single CPCI, and (b)assemblies to
be acquired firom separate sources must be separate CPCIs. Factors of cost,
complexity of-documentation,, interface control, and other requirements
identified above dictate that it is generally desirabl to avoid having any
more CPCIs thin necessary. Hence, for a given single contractor, a productive
approach is .ostart with the tentative assumption of a single CPCI, then
"shredout" into separate CPCIs only when fully justified by an applicable
criterion.
* Separate Computers. Computer programs to be designed for operation in
different..types or models of computers must be separate CPCIs.* Separate
CPCIs may ,also be indicated when a given installation uses a number of
computers of the same type/nodel, each performing different functions in
the system,as a whole and having different sets of interfaces with other
system elements.
Separate Schedules. Computer programs scheduled for development, testing,
or delivdry at different times may be separate CPCIs. When indicated by
interrelationships and intended use, however, consideration should be given
to such alternatives as: expansion of the earlier-developed CPCI via ECP;
or development of the later CPCI to incorporate and replace the earlier
item.
*By defin
n, the CPCI must be "ina form suitable for insertion into a
computer". If a single computer program, in the form of assembly code,
happens to be fully compatible with the characteristics of more than one
type or model of computer--and can be so qualified--that condition would
be satisfied.
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Different System Functions and Uses. In-general, mission, support, and
diagnostic (off line) computer programs should be separate CPCIs.
Consider: intended locations of use, expected change cycles, and user
personnel directly cQncerned with theit functional and performance characteristics, together With related responsibilities for deployment phase
contrel (see below,).

e Different Deplo.yment Phase Control. Computer programs intended for differe-nt systems,* and/or for different configuration control during the deployment phase, should be identified as separate CPCIs, even though they may
be largely identical at the time of initial development and delivery. Consider planning for user command(s) and' AFLC deployment phase control documented (or to be documented) in the Computer Resources Integrated Support
Plan (CRISP) and Operational/Support Configuration Management Procedures
(O/S .CMP).**
2.2

PITFALLS

Although a single "right" solution may not always present itself, reasonable
care and attention to the considerations outlined above should yield sound
results. On the other hand, because of the importance of the CPCI selection
step to all subsequent phases of a program, success of the program can be
almost precluded if those objectives and principles are disregarded. Examples
of relatively prominent misconceptions which have led to serious difficulties
in recent programs are summarized below.
e Development Specification vs. the CPCI. System and system segment specifications have been placed on contract which were incomplete with respect
to CI/CPCI selection and functional allocations, with the requirement for
delivery of Part I CPCI specifications within a short time after contract
award, and with no requirement for the contractor to perform (or document
*The reference is to CPCIs designed to perform mission functions. Standa'dization of CPCIs for broad application is a more important and realistic
objective for those support computer programs which depend more for their
nature and usefulness on the computer equipment than on the operational
mission.

Amay

**See Volume II of AFR 800-14 for discussions of the CRISP (Chapter 3) and
O/S CMP (Chapter 6). The CRISP must include the assignment of contrc.
responsibilities for computer programs during the deployment phase. The
O/S CMP further details the planning and procedures. In effect, control
transfer to the supporting command (AFLC) for some CPCIs, and to the
using command for other CPCis of the same system.
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and deliver) system engineering analysis and design studies as a basis for
CPCI selection. Under those circumstances, "CPCIs" have been selected and
identified on the ,basis of system functions alone, without-benefit of
adequate system-or segment-level computer program design studies to verify
their feasibility or cost-effective development as separate computer
programs. In one case, approximately 10 such "CPCIs" as identified in
their Part I specifications 'eventually had to be combined into one massive
computer program and documented in a single set of specification data at
the product level. While such a case clearly involves a complex of errors,
it appears that one important element of the problem lies in the failure
to appreciate relevant distinctions between the CPCI and its specification,
particularly at the Part I level. Specifically, the CPCI selection question is being approached in some instances from the point of view of how to
sort out system functions into Part 11specifications, rather than from the
point of view of how to allocate them to deliverable computer program end
items (see 2.1 above).
SSiz?-a df-isibility. Coupled with the misconception noted above is the
assumption t at breaking down a complex of data processing functions into
a number of separate CPCIs makes the elements more manageable, and more
"visible" for purposes of technical monitoring. However, neither size nor
visibility is consistent with the accepted criteria for selecting either
computer program oi, equipment CIs (except that size ha4 been applied in
the reverse manner, to avoid having large numbers of small CIs). While one
small item is generally easier to manage than one large one, the total
management task is necessarily increased if the large one is broken down.
If technical management procedures are carried out at the proper level in
both cases, the increase in number of CPCIs is more likely to hamper visibility than to improve it. Undesirable results include:
--Paperwork involved in preparing, processing, and status reporting of
engineering changes tends to be multiplied by the number of CPCIs.
--The burden of maintaining interface control can be amplified significantly if operating interrelationships. exist among the separated items.
--The CPCI development time and costs, together with resulting total size
and operating times, can be increased.
Ineffect, the argument for using size and visibility as selection

as the argument that any
criteria
is really
the besame,
in some
large contract
should
broken
down respects,
into a number
of smaller ones. In

both cases, the only true result is a net increase in management effort,
overhead paper, and difficulties in maintaining coordination.
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2.3 THE TYPE CLASSIFICATION
In some systems, a given CPCI is designed for use at a number of system site
locations but must be adapted. to the operating environment at each location.
Typically, the adaptation is accomplished at. the time of installation through
incorporating coded data values (adaptation data) appropriate to each location,
as a part of the CPCI's fixed data base. Alterations of the computer instructions in the form of adding, deleting, or modifying processing capabilities
may also be involved. In such cases, there are two aiternatives to consider:
*

Identify the computer program to be used at each location as a separate
CPCI. As indicated by the circumstances, the further option should be
considered of whether to, (a), prepare complete separate specifications
or (b) use the addendum specification (see 3.5).

* Classily the different configurations, including adaptation data, as
types within a single CPCI. In this case, only one specification is
prepared; but the types are listed in the "Scope" statement and each
type is further specified throughout the specification in accordance
with instructions of MIL-STD-490, paragraphs 4.1.2 and 4.3,b.*
The latter alternative is recommended in all cases when variations are confined
to adaptation data, but should also be considered if the differences in computer instructions are minor, since the potential savings in management costs
can be substaptial.
At the same time, the development and management must be accomplished in such
a way that the exact configuration at all locations is fully specified, controlled, and known. If types within a CPCI are proposed, the contractor's
configuration management plan should include explicit treatment of how the
types will be handled in such areas as the specification, change proposals,
specification maintenance, status reporting, and configuration audits.
2.4

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS AND MARKINGS

Numbers are employed to identify configuration items, parts, specifications,
other documents, and special forms associated with configuration management.
In general, some numbers may be assigned directly by the procuring activity,
although most are assigned by contractors in accordance with prescribed
standards. A "number" consists typically of a specified maximum or exact
number of alphabetic and/or numeric characters.
*This treatment applies to both Part I and Part II of the specification.
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The fact that numbers must be assigned to identified documents and items is
specified ivy Appendix -IXof MIL-STD-483. However, the specific requirements
are to be found in various other places. Table 2-1 identifies certain classes
of numbers and markings which are of interest to software configuration manag-ers. (and to-data managers) and 'identifies the direct sources for their requiremients, where those exist.
Table 2-1.

Sources of Requirements for Numbers and Markings

ITEM

SPECIFICATIONS

SOURCE

MIL-STD-490

REMARKCS

par&. 3.2.16

See also 5.1.2 herein

OTHER DOCU.4kNTS--

r

CPC1*s

MIL-STD-483

"

90. 3.2,.3

CPCs

AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7

"

1-39,1

ECPs

MIL-STD-480

Exactly 7 characters

10.6

CLASS 11ICRs

-*

SCNS

MIL-STD-490

VERSIONS

3.3.2.3

See also 5.1.3 herein

MIL-STD-483

80O.12.1.1f

See also 5.4.2 herein

VDIs

AFSCN/AFLCM 375-7

1-39h(3)

'See also 5.4.2 herein

CON FlGURA~f1_0_TX-

N-fEtSTD43---

ACTIVITY CODE

Handbook H 4-1

SECURITY MARKINGS

DODD 5220.22-M

"

M

-- *O.2---

ssuw*,ume~on

CARDS, TAPES, etc.--*

*Required, but uniformi standards not speiid
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Closely related to numbers are standards for marking and/or coding of identification data on, magnetic tapes, canisters, card deck containers and cards,
or others.tprage media for computer program code. As the table indicates,
uniform requirements in those areas are not prescribed in the current configuration management standards. Hence, any particular requirements Which the
procuring activity may have in those areas must be spelled out directly in the
contract. Appropriate coverage of this topic within his set of internal standards (see 4.1) should also normally be identified in the contractor's configuration management plan.
Numbers and other identification data pertaining to maintainable documents,
which tend to be matters of key importance to software configuration managers,
are discussed further in Section 5 of this guidebook.
Requirements for a centrally-controlled "computer program identification number (CPIN)" are mentioned in Voluipe II of AFR 800-14, and are presently in
process of being further developed within AFLC. AFLC Supplement 1 to AFR 80014, Volume II, indicates that the CPIN (approximately 15 characters) will be
used to identify not only the computer programs but also their specifications
and associated documents of a developmental or test nature, whereas user documents (handbooks, manuals) will be managed as technical orders (TOs). If
adopted as outlined, that system promises to have a number of potentiallyconfusing impacts on currently accepted practices of AFSC POs, and perhaps
also of the using commands. Information regarding actions that may be taken
to resolve the various questions which it raises is not yet available, however,
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SECTION 3. SPECIFICATIONS
This section identifies the source of Air Force requirements governing specifications. and summarizes the nature, functions, and applicability of'specifications that may apply to computer program contracts duriqg a system acquisition. The three references of primary interest are:
9 MIL-S-83490, "Specifications, Types and Forms", 30 October 1968. MIL-S83490 is a relatively small (5 page) military specification which defines
a uniform structure of types, subtypes, and forms of specifications that
may be developed by either Government agencies or contractors for the
acquisition of military systems, equipment, computer programs, or materials.
*

MIL-STD-490, "Specification Practices", 30 October 1968. MIL-STD-490
contains the detailed standards for format, content, and.maintenance of
specification types and subtypes identified in MIL-S-83490. It is
organized into a basic standard containing provisions that apply to specifications in general, with a series of 15 appendices devoted to format/
content .equirements for individual specification types and subtypes.
Table 3-1 lists those by type number, title, and the MIL-STD-490 appendix
number.
'Table 3-1. MIL-STD-490 Appendices for Specification Types and Subtypes.
(Asterisks identify subtypes that may apply to computer programs.)
Appendix

I

Type A - SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
Type B - DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION

Type BI
Prime Item Development Specification
Type B2 Critical Item Development Specification
Type B3 Non-Complex Item Development Specification
Facility or Ship Development Specification
Type B4
*Type B5 Computer Program Development Specification
Type C - PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Type Cla Prime Item Product Function Specification,
Type Clb Prime Item Product Fabrication Specification
Type C2a Critical Item Product Function Specification
Type C2b

Critical Item Product Fabrication Specification

Type C3 Non-Complex Item Product Fabrication Specification
*Type C4
Inventory Item Specification
*Type CS Computer Program Product Specification
TYPE D - PROCESS SPECIFICATION
TYPE E - MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
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II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV

* MIL-STD-483I(USAF). "Configuration Management Practices for Systems, Equipment, Munitions, and Computer Programs", 12 April 1971. This is the Air
Force configuration management standard which supplements the DoD standards
in. special areas pertaining to systems, equipment,. and computer programs,
Complete content instructions for the computer program development and prod,uct specifi1cations (Types B5 and C5) contained in Appendix VI of MIL-STD-490
normally replace, for Air Force acquisitions, those of MIL-STD-490 referenced
above. The only current source of requiements for the addendum specification form,(see 3.5) is Appendix IV of this standard.
3.1

THE SPECIFICATION TREE/Cl LIST

The term "specification tree" derives from an ,earlier engineering practice of
identifying specifications at levels corresponding to levels of item assembly,
or instal-lation, into a System.. The engineering levels may still vary widely,
.for equipment items, in that assemblies designated as CIs may range from parts
as small as an altimeter to an eptire aircraft. However, under current concepts of uniform specifications,- all CIs are regarded as being at the same
level--i.e., the CI level--for purposes of configuration management. When so
depicted in the specification tree, the result is essentially equivalent to a
CI list. Both the specification tree and CI lists are approved forms for
TUent-iTfying computer program and equipment CIs in the system specification
(ref. paragraphs 30.2 and 30.3, MIL-STD-483). For a system as a whole, the
maximum number of specification levels that may be identified is three. Those
are depicted in Figure 3-1 and explained briefly in the following subparagraphs.

SYSTEM LEVEL

, SYSTEMISYSTE

SEGMENT
SPECIFICATION

'

ALL
OTHER

CI LEVEL

CI

SPEC.

L1

cx

SPEC.

cI
SPEC.

CRITICAL

CRITICAL ITEM

LEVEL

CI
SPEC.

-IoITEM

Figure 3-1.

SPEC.

The Specification Tree
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3.1 . Sysltm/Sstem Segment Specif-icatiobn Level,
Each systfe is specified by pone (TyPe A) system specification prepared in
accordace with #AMpendlx 1 of KIt[L--ST-490. When system segments are i'dentified, the system speclficatin 'may be structured into volumes, one covering
general requirements for the system as a whole and a separate volume for each
system segment (ref. Appendix III", MIL-STD-483).
Thus, the set of volumes
constitutes a single specification.
As the terms are used in the Air Force, "system segment" is closely related to
"subsystem" . HoweVer, the system segment concept refers more directly to a
part of the developmental program, rather than to a functional/physical part
of the resulting system. Developmental responsibilities for a system segment
are analogbus to those of a configuration item, in that responsibility for an
identified system segment-may be atsigned to only one contractor or Government
agency. Each system segment normally includes some number of equipment and/or
computer program CIs, together with associated requirements for system and
human factors engineering and for such tasks as developing, documenting,
testing, and assemb.ling the configuration items. Major sets of operational
and support computer programs have been the basis for identifying separate
system segments in some C3 system programs.
Theterm "functional area" is; used in MIL-STD-490 to refer to the first-level
breakdown in the system specification. However, the designation of what constitutes a functional, area its flexible. 'In Air Force use, a functilonal area
is normally equivalent to # system segment in the general volume of a system
specification, but refers to the next-lower level of assembly in each volume
devoted to a system seinent.*

3.1.2 CI Specification Level
Each configuration item is specified by a single specification. In terms of
the types listed in Table 3-1 above, that specification may be composed of
only one type or a combination of two types, as follows:
* Single Type. A given item may be specified entirely by only one specification type (or form; see 3.5.1) if the applicable specification is: Type
C4 (for inventory items); Type Cla or C2a (for equipment CIs selected on a
"form, fit, and function" basis); or'FQrm 3 (commercial practice). Applicability of the Type C4 and Form 3 specifications to computer programs is
discussed further in 3.5 below.
*A further discussion of questions pertaining to functional areas vs. system.
segments is provided in 7.3.
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SComined,Types.

For Items being newly developed ia given.system program,

the'developmnt (Type B)and product (Type C) specification types are

nomailly, combitned, to form a, single, two-part -specification having a single
specification.ntber and designated Part I and Fart -4, respectively.
Combinations -to-which this practice applies are:
Bl/Cib - Prime Item
B2/C2b - Critical, Item
B3/C3 - Non-Conlex Item
B5/C5 -" Computer Program Item
Thus, specifications are referred to. by different labels which tend to
be interchangeable. For computer,programs:
--The terms "computer .program development specification!', "Type B5 spect_ficatton", and "Part I CPCI specification" are interchangeable; and
--The terms., "computer program product" specification", "Type C5 specification", and "Part II CPCI specification' are similarly interchangeable..

3.1.3 Critical Item Specification Level
A critical item (formerly "'critical comoonent"), is.,a special subassembly within
an equipment CI which may be designated as. critical for engineering or logistics reasons and controlled.' by its own separate specification. The critical
item.designation does notapply to; computer programs. Hence, the specification
tree for a system and its entire collection of computer program,Cs is really
limited to only two levels.

3.1.4 Specification Tree vs. Generation Breakdown
The specification tree (CI list) is a direct result of the CI selection process
discussed in Section 2 above.. Although CI/specification numbers and specification types are supplied by .configuration managers, the identifications of
equipment and computer program assemblies to be designated as CIs represent'
essential steps in system design. From the designers' point of view, the
selection criteria are often perceived as arbitrary constraints ,which do not
clearly contribute to the efficient accomplishment of that process. And in
fact, they may not; It Is mainly to be hoped that they will not unduly complicate.it by creating interface problems or forcing premature design decisions.
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Whether hardware or software, it is established engineering practice to perform
the analysis and design process over a-developmental period in a series of
"top down" steps. Once the system isdesigned at the level of identified subsystem and CIs, further breakdowns into assemblies, subassemblies, etc. are
then identified and documented at successively lower levels down to the level
of transistors, bolts, or single computer instructions. The "tree,"resulting
from that process is known in equipment engineering as a generation breakdown
structure. It may also be known as an assembly or installation tree, referring
to Its later function as a roadmap to the manner in which parts are installed
in the. system.
The existence of that concept in software is evidenced-by the various labels
that have teten attached to the different assembly levels, e.g., system, subsystem, program, subprogram, module, routine, et al. However, the generation
breakdown structure does not have the miany uses for computer programs that
it has for equipment items, due to the absence of requirements for eventual
manufacture and supply of subassemblies and parts. Configuration management
requirements in this area for software-are largely confined tb ,only two levels
below the CPCI level itself, which are identified in very general ways as
(a)computer program components (CPCs) and (b)the computer instructions.*
Those are recognized by configuration management as levels which should be
included in the structure of almost any CPCI and for any chosen approach to
its technical design. Identification and control at additional levels during
the development process are matters primarily of technical, rather than configuration.managem ent, responsibility and concern (see also 4.5.l),.**

*That is, referring to structural characteristics of the computer program

as described in its Part II specification.

In the Part I, a related but

different breakdown exists in terms of functions and subfunctions.
**"Top-down p-ogramning" refers to a given design/development approach
wherein CPCs or modules are arranged in a hierarchy on the basis of their
control and sequencing; like other design approaches, it affects the
content of information dealt with in the specifications, but has no effect
on configuration management.
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3.2

SYSTEM-SPECIFICATION

Primary sources of requirements for the format and preparation of the system
spectfication are:
MIL-STD-490:
Appendix i.

Type A, System Specification

MIL-STD-483 (USAF):
Appendix III.

System Specification/System Segment Specification

The latter surce supplements Appendix I of MIL-STD-490 with respect to preparation of the speci-ficaton,tree and CI list, .use of the Type.A specification form for systeM-segments, and the t,nclustonOf selected information
pertaining to computer programs.

3.2.1

Content

As is true of most other specifications, "the" system specification may consist of a collection of separate documents, both because: (a) it may be
prepared as a set of separate volumes ('see 3.1.1 above); and (b) information
may be incorporated by reference to system engineering documentation or to
specific requirements set forth in other applicable documents.
The primary purpose of the system specification is to define requirements at
the level of system functions and performance. However, it also serves the
important function of specifying requirements for system-level design, in
that it identifies and allocates system functional/performance requirements to
system segments and configuration items (i.e., when completed; see 3.2.2
below). The completed specification.contains the following principal elements:
* Identification of the general system configuration, in terms of system
segments and/or functional areas.
* Definitions of performance and design requirements and constraints for
the system as a whole, and allocations of those to the functional areas.
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9

Identification of operational and support configuration ite to be
developed or otherwise acquired for each segment/functonal isea,
tincluding computer equipment, consoles, peripherals, comuunicalons,
and -coputer programs.
Definitions of functional interfaces among system segments/functionw,
areas and of the systeiN as a whole with external systems.

e Descriptions of relevant organizational, operational', facilities,
maintenance, and personnel and training concepts.
e Specification of system test requirements, in terms of methods of
verifying the specified requirements for system performance and design.

3.2.2- Development and Control
Generalized steps involved in developing and completing a system specification
are depicted in Figure 3-2. During the conceptual phase: basic requirements
are derived from the major command's statement of a required operational
capability (ROC); alternative system concepts are examined for potential
mission effectiveness and feasibility; a firm system concept is selected,
leading to an initial program manapement directive and activation of the PO
cadre; and system engineering studies are conducted to expand the operational
requirements into criteria for system performance and design.
I
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Those tasks are accomplished by in-house Air Force capabilities, using not-forprofit and other contractor support where appropriate. The primary technical
product of the conceptual phase, the initial system specification, is authenticated and established as the system functional baseline through In-house procedures~of review and approval', at the outset of a validationphase. It is
normally not complete at that stage, leaving specific portions to be accomlished by the validation phase contractor(s).*
During the validation phase, further detailed system and component engineering
studies are performed to: expand operational and support functions; perform
trade-off, feasibility, and risk studies to identify equipment and computer
program CIs; allocate system/system segment and functional area requirements
to CIs; and prepare CI development (Type B) specifications based on further
detailed expansion of the allocated requirements. While other revisions may
also be indicated, specific portions of the system specification to be
completed as a result of those studies are:
e A complete list of system computer program and equipment CIs, including
conmiercial and Government inventory as well as developmental items, is
to be provided in paragraph 3.1 (System Definition). This list is
organized in numerical sequence by CI numbers.

V

The sPecification tree for the system is to be delineated in paragraph
3.1.4 (System Diagrams), including specification numbers for all items
shown in the tree.

*

Definitions of functional interfaces among system segments/functional
areas are specified in paragraph 3.1.5 (Interface Definitions), either
directly or by reference to ICDs (see 4.6).

Those and all other changes to the system specification which are accomplished
during the validation phase, or at any later time in the system program, are
processed through formal procedures of configuration control and specification
maintenance. The CI list and Wpecification tree should be firmly defined at
the time of the SDR, including identified commercial and Government inventory
items as well as CIs and CPCIs to be newly developed for the system.

3.3 COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION
The computer program development (Part I, or Type B5) specification is the
document which states requirements for the development of a computer program
CI in terms of functions, performance, design constraints, and tests/verifications required to demonstrate that those characteristics are achieved.
Certain.conflicting statcments on this topic appear in AFR 800-14; see 7.4.
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The applicable data item description (DID), DI-E-3119A, directs preparation of
the specification in accordance with instructions, contained in Appendix VI of
MIL-STD-483. Instructiohs for structuring the specification for a complex
CPCI into a series, of separate volumes are not included in Appendix VI, but
are provided in Section 10 of the DID itself.
The DID 'or the development specification is placed on validationi phase and
full-scale-development phase contracts to govern (a) initial preparation of
the specification and (b) the subsequent preparation of change pages or
revisions resulting from approved engineering change proposals. The description below assumes that Initial preparation occurs during the validation
phase. For complex mission CPCIs in particular, a validation phase or equivalent effort is normally required to achieve a level of completeness and
accuracy which is adequate as a basis for initiating full-scale development.

3.3.1

Content

The computer program Part I specification is primarily a detailed definition
of performance-oriented data processing requirements to' be met by the CPCI
when developed. It is written in operational and logical language to define
precisely all dataoand processing tasks of the CPCI, including accuracies,
data volumes/frequencies, and other related requirements. Provisions are
expressed in directive terms and addressed to the computer program developer
(contractor), since its immediate intended role is to serve as an important
part of the developer-'-ontract. When completed, its technical content
consists of the following principal-,elements:
e Identifications and detailed definitions of all interfaces with other
equipment and computer program CIs.
* A description of the operational functions and subfunctions to be performed by the CPCI,
*

Definitions of all specific input, output, and processing requirements
for each function/subfunction, including data definitions for elements
of the data base.
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* Design requirements and constraints, in terms of computer programming
languages or design standards.*
* Specification of methods and levels of DT&E by which required performance
and design characteristics of the developed item are to be verified.
I

Thus, the significant emphasis in the development specification is on providing
a comprehensive definition of the CPCI configuration at the level of its required functional characteristics as a part of the system. While it includes
design requirements and constraints, it avoids specifying the design
as such. For example, the "functions" for which input, output, and processing
requirements are specified are derived through successive expansions of system
functions; they do not dictate structural components of the eventual CPCI.**

iessential
3.3.2

Development

Figure 3-3 illustrates how the Part I specification development for a complex
mission CPCI should relate to other events and efforts during a "model" validation phase. Aspects of the engineering process which are significant to
configuration management and the subsequent software acquisition include the
following:
*

System engineering studies should result in the selection of equipment
and computer program CIs at about the time of SRR. The SRR emphasizes
review of system engineering analysis data to support the developer's
convergence on an optimum and complete configuration (Appendix A, MILSTD-1521A).

*

Firm identifications of CIs and allocations of system functions are
essential prerequisites to initiating the development of Part I specifications.

*MIL-STD-483 (para. 30.5) also provides for similar requirements to be stated in
paragraph 3.3.8 of the system specification, In practice, that portion of the
system specification should emphasize requirements which apply to all system
CPCIs and can be specified by reference to existing standards, whereas the
Part I CPCI specification (in para. 3.2.n) applies specifically to the given
CPCI; the latter may specify design requirements by reference to paragraph
3.3.8 of the system specification and/or add others not covered therein.
**A first task in computer program preliminary design (later, to be completed
prior to PDR) is to allocate the development specification functions to CPCs;
ref. paragraph 30.2.2a of MIL-STD-1521A.
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Development of the CPCI Part I Specification

The Part I specification development for mission CPCIs is a system
engineering task, as distinct from software engineering, since its
essentil orie.,tation is towards system operational functions, including human factors.*
# The role of software engineering as such in supporting the Part I
specification development consists of verifying design feasibility of
the proposed functional and performance requirements, inputting design
requiremnts, and participating in the definitions of Section 4 test
requirements. CPCI-level des.ign required to provide that support is
not documented in the Part I specification, however. Design, timing,
and sizing studies may be documented separately; but their results
should also be directly visible in the computer program development
plan (CPDP), which represents a major end product of software engineering
during this phase.
*System engineerino responsibility is the rule for CI development specifications in general Zref. Appendix B of MIL-STD-881A). However, the predominant
required knowledge may be in a component equipment or software engineering
field in che case of some items, e.g., for maintenance-diagnostics or
compilers.
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3.3.3 Approval and Functions
The verification of development specifications for completeness, accuracy, and
compliance with requirements does not involve a formal configuration audit as
it does for product (Part II) specifications. Chapter 2 of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7
outlines the development specification review, approval, authentication, and
baselining procedures for which the procuring activity's CMO is responsible
at the end of a validation phase, including certain contingencies. Formal
delivery of the approved specification is accomplished by the contractor
following in-house specification review, resolution of comments, and receipt
of the program manager's authenticating signature on the cover page. To the
contractor, the specification is effectively baselined for formal configuration
control when it is incorporated into his full-scale development contract as a
compliance document.
Criteria for evaluating detailed format and content of a completed Part I CPCI
specification are subjects to be expanded in the Requirements Specification
guidebook. Summarized briefly, major functions of the document to be kept in
mind in the course of both technical and configuration management evaluations
are as follows:
*

The Part I specification functions as the procuring activity's key contractual compliance instrument to govern computer program acquisition.
It is the oniy Cl-level specification which ever serves that purpose
(see 3.6).

*

When written in accordance with format/content instructions, it defines the
eventual product in terms which permit it to be understood and controlled
by managers, engineers, and/or users who may not be specialists in software
technology.

e It constitutes an explicit statement of detailed data processing needs of
the system upon which the ensuing cbmputer program design, development,
and qualification are based, A significant purpose is to minimize the
need for software engineers to further research and interpret system/user
requirements.
* It provides a technical basis for developing support documentation of
manual and man-machine functions related to operation of the CPCI in the
system, e.g., in the form of positional handbooks.
* In defining the allocated baseline, it is the level at which configuration
control is maintained over the CPCI throughout the acquisition portions of
its life cycle.
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It is normal to expect that some information will be missing at the time of
initial authenticationand apprdVal. Requirbmeott in certain areas are subject to resolution during contractnegbtiations and fi'rm planning for fullscale development, e.g., with respect to definitions of interfacing equipment
characteristics. Various other constraints may'also prevent full completion
of the Part I specification for a complex missi-on CPCI in all of its typically
massive detail. Rules to be observed in those.cases include the following:
* All missing information should be evaluated for its effect on the conduct,
cost, and schedule of comIputer program development. The subsequent preparation of ECPs/SCNs to supply information known to be missing at the time
of contract award should be "within scope" of the development contract,
and should be scheduled to precede need of the information, by computer
program designers. All missing definitions of interfaces with other
equipmeht/computer program CIs should be completed prior to PDR.
e Needs to clarify requirements, resolve discrepancies, and add detail to
the Part I specification are typical throughout the development process.
A continuing function of the developer's system engineering effort is to
detect those and correct or expand the specificaton (via ECP/SCN) whenever indicated. Again, this activity should be a part of the plannin,
and most of the clarificatons should be within scope (see also 4.3.2).

3.4 COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT'-SIPECIFICATION
The computer program product (Part II,or Type C5) specification is basically
a comprehensive technical description of the developed computer program CI.
As such, it is the principal direct, documentary product of the computer program development effort. Unlike the development specification, it does not
have a role as a contractual compliance instrument. Once completed, its
primary functionis to provide an accurate and-complete source of "as built"
design data for future use by computer programmers in diagnosing'problems and
designing changes to the CPCI. It is subject to configuration control following successful completion of its audit at physical configuration audit (PCA),
primarily to ensure that it will continue to be maintained in an accurate and
current form for those technical uses.

-

The data item description, DI-E-3120A, is placed on the full-scale development
contract primarily to govern delivery of the completed Part II specification,
(a) in draft form for review prior to PCA, and (b)in approved form following
successful PCA completion. The same DID, modified and so identified by the
"/M" suffix, is cited to cover advance delivery of in-process design documentation to be reviewed at PDR and CDR. In the latter cases, however, preparation of the CDRL and backup instructions should observe the following rules:
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#

The delivery of design document-ation is specified in a separate CDRL
sequence item for each of the two reviews.

*

Each modification statement should specify that format orequirements for
the productspecification set forth in MIL-STD-483 are not mandatory for
design documentation reviewed at PDR and CDR.

* The modification statement for the PDR delivery should cite paragraph
30.2.2 of MIL-STD-1521A for required content coverage of the PDR design
documentation.
*

The modification statement for CDR delivery should require content of:the
design documentation to include coverage equivalent to all essential content of Sect10on 3 of the product specification with the exception of
listings, (In formation for other sections to be later provided in the
Part II, specification format is either not pertinent or not available at
the time of CDR.)

Modification of the DID by means of backup 'instructions is also normally requi'ed to governdelivery of the completed product specification. In addition
to other '"tailoring" to individual CPCIs which may be specified by the procuring activity or proposed by the contractor, the DID itself identifies needs
for advance clarification and agreement in two significant areas: (a) the
levels of flow charts to be provided in the completed specification; and (b)
the specific form in which source and/or assembly listings are to appear.

3.4.1

Content and Development

A completed Part II specification contains descriptive information about the
design and coding of the CPCI which can be categorized into the following
three levels:
* Overall Design. A technical description of the design of the item as a
whole, including: identification of computer program components (CPCs),
allocations of functions (from the Part I specification) to CPCs, overall
design of the CPCI data base, storage allocations, timing, sequencing,
control logic, and special features.
# Detail Design. A description of each CPC, including: interfaces, limitations, ata organization, and such flow charts as are necessary and
helpful to understanding the design.
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e

Listings of the coded computer instructions and data content.*

Basic information for the specification content should be developed incrementally, in parallel with successive stages in design and development of the CPCI.
Figure 3-4 depicts an idealized sequence of those stages, the documentation
levels, and their relations to technical design reviews and configuration
audits. Successive activities shown in the chart are not normally discrete,
in the sense that each must be completed before the next begins. Rather, they
typically overlap in time, and some of the work performed initially at earlier
stages is likely to undergo iteration during one or more of the later steps.
Generally, however, the steps should have their beginning and end points in
the order indicated. Aspects of the process as a whole which should be understood by configuration managers include those summarized below.
\

Technical reviews are accomplished at PDR and CDR on documentation of the
in-process design resulting from preliminary and detail design efforts.
Ineach case, the documentation normally serves as an interim "specifica.tion"--internally to the developer--to govern the next stage of the overall
'development process. At those stages, however: that documentation is not
formally approved by the procuring activity; it does not function to define
contractual requirements; and it remains fully under control of the
developer, consistently with his primary contractual responsibility to
meet requirements of the Part I specification. As a practical matter, any
formal controls external to the technical development activity could
seriously impede the continued development, since alterations and refinements during the subsequent steps of analysis, coding, and developmental
testing tend to be numerous and frequent.

e Preparation of a completed draft Part II specification is a significant task
which should be separately scheduled and accomplished prior to initiating
formal qualification testing (FQT) of the CPCI. The task consists basically of: revising and augmenting the existing design documentation as
necessary to meet format/content roquirements of DI-E-312OA; providing
listings in approved form; and verifyinq all parts of the specification
for accuracy, completeness, and understandability in describing the "as
built" configuration of the CPCI.

*Listings may be furnished as one or more separate appendices to the body of
the specification. However, they are essential and integral parts of the
specification for all purposes of identification, control, and specification
maintenance.
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*

The draft of the' Part I specificati.on should be available in its initially
completed form for inspection at FCA, and should be examined at that time
in order to provide guidance to the contractor for his PCA submittal.
Configuration control procedures internal to the contractor (i.e., as
distinct from technical "baseline management"; see 4.5.1) should be initiated upon completion of the draft Part II and its approval by the contractor's CCB, prior to the conduct of FQTs. Objectives are to maintain control and traceability 'of all error corrections and/or redesigns which
might affect the status of.iotem qualification during the FQT period.
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Figure 3-4. Development of the Part II CPCI Specification
3.4.2 Approval and Control
General procedures involved in approval of Type C (Part II) specifications are
described in Chapters 2 and 5 of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7. While formal approval
occurs nominaily at PCA, it usually entails a number of steps which begin at
the time of FCA and may not end until post-PCA actions are completed.
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Contractor delivery :of thd draft Part II for Air Force specification team
review shouldvbe required, not later than '30 days prior tO, PCA,. and should have
been preceded bypreliminarly. examinition and guidance at-FCA (see above). The
majorobjective"of the audit' as a whole is to verify the specification's
.adequacy'ands.kaccuracy as,.i technical description .of the qualified CPCI configuration. In part, that task.can beaccomplished in a relatively objective
manner through comaar.ison ,of instruction listings contained in the specification.with listings generated from the' CPCI, at P. Verification of descriptive information contained-in'the speti.ication--i e., "the prose and. flows"
--typically requires extensive technical analysis which should be accomplished
prior to the PCA data, to .he degree permitted by the PO's technical resources.*
PCA should normally be conducted as soon as possible after completing CPCI
qualification, However,'the latter event may not occur, often, until somie.
time after the preiPCA de,"tyery data for the draft Part II Specification- If
test or other changes occur in the CPCI during that draft *view period,
potential problems.'in timing of the specification revisions can be resolved
by procedures along the follow-ing ,lines:
Delivery of the CPCI and its first version description docunent (VDD-l)
are timed to coincide with delivery of the draft Part II specification,
at'least 30 days prior to PCA.
ePCA is conducted on that configuration.

Corrections to the draft specifi -

cation.are confined to required improvements in the technical description
resulting from the review, not including any changes installed in subsequent test versions of the CPCI.
TheLcorrected draft is re'ssued following PCA (e.g., within,15 days) as
the authenticated specification defining' the, initial product baseline
configuratibn of the itenm.
Interim changes are processed via ECP and incorporated into the specification through issuance of an initial, post-PCA SCN package to the ba~elined
specification,

*PCA is the event at which the procuring activity formally accepts the CPCI and
its Part II specification, as a matter of policy and normal practice. Acceptance is not necessarily total and final, since the DD Form 250 provides for
acceptance with shortages. Unaccomplished tests are included as shortages
(see para. 5-7,c,(13),(c) of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7).
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The Part II specification continues to function for the reinder of the CPCI
life cycle as an "as built "" technical description, rather than as a specifi- caon (requirements documnt)'in the usual sense. Once baselined initially,
it changed only after-coding changes to the CPCI have been designed,
developed, and tested--i.e.,, in effect, fully implemented. This unique characteristic of the computer programPart II specification is an important fact6r in various aspects of software configuration management. Its relations to
special practices in the areas of configuration control and status keeping,
and to certain significant discrepancies with established hardware practices,
are discussed further in later sections of this guide.

3.5 OTHER SPECIFICATIONS
The Part I and Part II specifications described above normally apply only to
computer programs that are custom-developed during a given program, including
some which may be developed as significant modifications or expansions to
previously-existing computer programs. As indicated earlier, they apply to
each developmental item designated as a CPCI, regardless of its size or
complexity.
Among the variety of types, subtypes, or forms of specifications identified in
MIL-S-83490, MIL-STD-490, and MIL-STD-483, the only ones that apply to computer
programs in addition to the Types B5 and C5 are the three listed and described
briefly below.
3.5.1, Form 3 Specifications
A Form 3 specification is one specification "form" (as distinguished from
"type') defined in MIL-S-83490. Forms are differentiated on the basis of
their varying degrees of compliance with the format/content instructions for
individual specification types provided in the appendices of MIL-STD-490
(see Table 3-1). That is:
*

Form la refers to specifications which comply fully with the MIL-STD-490
content instructions, including section/paragraph numbers and titles.
The CPCI Part I and Part H specifications described above are normally
Formla.*

*The use of supplemental instructions in MIL-STD-483, or of modifications via
CDRL backup instructions, does not normally affect the Form la classification.
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*

Form lb permits variations in paragraph numbers and titles, below the
section level.

*

Form 2 is basically a specificationprepared to connercial practice, but
complying with supplemental military instructions which are set forth. in
MIL-S-83490; as written, the Form 2 instructions do not apply to computer
programs.

The Form 3 specification is defined as a specification prepared to the contractor's commercial practice, without any milltary controls. Thus, it is potentially applicable to the procurement of existing "off-the-shelf" computer programs for which the technical documentation is not being developed under the
given system contract; and its use for that purpose may be indicated in some
cases. However, potential problems exist which should be considered and
resolved on a case-by-case basis. As examples:
*

Commercial documentation is typically inadequate to perform either the
technical or configuration management functions required of specifications
for developmental CPCIs. Relations of documentation to actual computer
program modules is often such as to prevent -ready identification and
management of the software assemblies as configuration items. Either
(a)planning for computer program support and control should be restricted
accordingly, or (b)provisions should be made in the procurement for
additional performance and design data to meet the expected needs.

*

Questions of data rights should be examined in.the light of anticipated
needs for duplication and/or maintenance of the 'documentation, taking into
account intended contractor as well as organic responsibilities for the
computer program use and support. Special problems may arise if the
deployment phase support needs, for example, are not identified until after
the contractor to the procuring activity has purchased the software and its
documentation from a secondary source.

3.5.2

Inventory Items

IF the system can utilize items which are already in Government inventory, such
items are Identified on an inventory item specification, Type C4. This "specification" consists of a list of the items, together with descriptive material
identifying relevant characteristics and applicable documentation. The specification is prepared in accordance with Appendix XII of MIL-STD-490 and suppleinstructions
rmental
provided in Appendix V of MIL-STD-483.
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3.5.3 Addendum Specification
An addendum specification is used to describe the configuration of a new configuration item which is similar to an existing item. Its principal purpose
is to reduce the preparation time and bulk of the new specification. Its use
is permissible when all of the following conditions are met:
*

The new item is a modiFication of'an existing item.

* The existing

tem is specified fully by a Form la specification.

It is required to retain the existing item and its specification intact,
R
for continuing original purposes.
* There is some reason to establish a relationship between the new and
existing items.
The addendum specification is prepared in accordance with instructions in
Appendix IV of MIL-STD-483.
It consists of a new specification which references the existing specification on a paragraph-by-par3graph basis, noting
changes, additions, and deletions. It references a specific issue of the
original specification, and from that point on represents a newly-created
conflguratioh item separate and distinct from the original. This practice is
.not often desirable, but has proved useful under some circumstances.
If both the "existing" CPCI and the new CPCI for which an addendum specification is being contemplated are to be developed concurrently for use in the
same system, and are to be later controlled by the same deployment phase
agency, consideration should also be given to the alternative of classifying
the two items as types within a single CPCI (see 2.3 above).

3.6

SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATION ROLES, HARDWARE vs,. SOFTWARE

While this guidebook devotes its emphasis to configuration management as it
applies specifically to software, needs also exist to draw comparisons in certain areas with hardware practice. In system programs, configuration management of software and hardware are frequently combined, more often than not
under the control of personnel whose basic knowledge of the discipline is
derived from hardware experience. Specialists in software configuration iianagement are rare; and the military standards frequently fail to clarify how, or
whether, requirements in many areas apply to any class of CIs other tha.
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equipment. Hence, this section presents. a summary comparison of the two. in
order to highlight certain fundamental discrepancies in the procurement roles
of CI and CPCI specifications which account for important differences in configuration management emphasis, phasing, and procedures.
The upper half of Figure 3-5 contains a synoptic diagram of ,the "'model" acquisition process for a weapons system hardware item, together with generalized
curves representing a normally-expected distribution of costs over the system's
life cycle. This model is chosen for comparison because it (-I.e., hardware/
weapons system) represents the acquisition environment in which configuration
management evolved, and whose characteristics are reflected throughout the
major configuration management concepts and requirements documented in current
military standards. Points to be considered in the diagrams, and in comparison
,with comparable diagrams for software shown in the lower half of the figure,
include those summarized below:
* The system specification performs, functions in the system program as a
whole'which are essentially the same for hardware and software CIs. Its
primary function is to p,,.iide the requirements base from which development (Part I) specificatitn: for CIs and CPCIs are derived, and with which
they must continue to be related.
* PDR is a comparable event for the two classes of CIs. In both cases, it
is an in-process review of CI/assembly-level design, differing appropriately in technical content but not in objectives.

L

For hardware, CDR occurs when the CI development as such has been essentially completed. It should normally occur after the completion of
sufficient testing, conducted on prototype or R&D articles of the item,
to provide reasonable assurance of CI qualification. The primary product
of a successful equipment CDR is the decision to release the design to
fabrication/production--i.e., in the model, case, authorizing the contractor to implement capabilities needed to produce the item in quantity. CDR
or software is not a comparable event with respect to either relative
phasing or objectives, in that (for example): the development process is
still essentially in midstream at, the time CPC detail designs are initially
completed;* no testing can occur uhtil coding is accomplished; and questions
of production costs are normally trivial.

*The term detail design" as applied to both engineering drawings and CPCs is
misleading. The source listings of computer program instructions/data
actually represent the level of computer program design which is analogous
to detail engineering drawings (cf. MIL-STD-480, para. 4.2.1. vs. MIL-STD483, para. 140.6.l).
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Hardware vs. Software - Life-Cycle Factors
Significant to Configuration Management.

PCA is comparable for hardware and software in the sense that it is the
event at which procuring activity acceptance of the article and associated documents occurs, and at which the Part II specification is estdblished as the product baseline. Differences in emphasis and procedures
stem from significant differences in intended subsequent functions of the
Part i specification (see below).
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For hardware, the major focus of'configuration management as a whole is
typically on control and status: accounting procedures which begin when
the product baseline is establisheJ and expand as the production item iS
deployed for operational use. This emphasis is consistent with the fact
that costs and manpower associated with producing and supporting the item
in the field typically account for most of its total costs over the life
cycle. In the production contract,,the Part II specification serves as
the primary contractual instrument 'and, by virtue of that fact, becomes
the direct baseline document against which ECPs are processed. The
standard ECP itself reflects the expectation that "total impact" of later
changes tends to follow a similar pattern--i.e., costs of development are
considered negligible in comparison with impacts on production and logistic
support.
e Curve7 of efforts or costs shown in the diagram are highly generalized.
Differences shown in the distributions of effort over full-scale development indicate that the computer program development can normally extend
to later in the phase, due to the absence of need for lead time to produce articles equired for system DT&E. The principal point of the curves
is to illustrate that major equipment costs of production and. logistic
support are generally absent or negligible for software items', in comparison. The diagram does not attempt to depict generalized costs for modifications. For ground electronic systems, operational phase costs for
"software support" are normally significant, but they tend to be predominantly costs of accomplishing iodifications.*
* The function of a Part II specification as'a technical reference for
diagnosing problems and designing modifications is common to both hardware and software. Considering the normal frequency of computer program
error corrections and other changes, it represents an essential function
which fully justifies formal configuration control at the product level
for CPCIs. However, unlike its equipment counterpart: the computer
program Part II is not a "build-to", "produce-to", or "test-to" document;
if placed on contract, it is a reference as opposed to a compliance
document; and, accordingly, it functions in the configuration control
process as ati impact item rather than as a controlling instrument.

*The situation is slightly oversta.ted, for emphasis. A basic effort is
normally required to support the storage, handling, and operation of
computer programs, including capabilities to diagnose malfunctions,
which can be regarded as over and above the effort of making changes.
However, existing regulations have not yet attempted to clarify uniform
management and funding distinctions in those areas, for software.
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From the point of view of technical and procurement, as well as configuration management considerations, the Part I specification is the major
instrument available to acquisition managers for the control of software,
throughout a system life cycle. Thus, as indicated in the diagram, the
relative importance of Part I and Part II specifications tends to be the
reverse, for software, of that which is normally true for hardware.
Implications of this fact are reflected in treatn.ents of co'nfiguration
control and status keeping procedures described .n remainig sections of
this guide. Study of the current military standards will 'eveal that
they are also reflected in most of the requirements which have been formulated explicitly for software, but not as yet without some obscurities
and inconsistencies.

.5
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SECTION 4. CONFIGURATION CONTROL
Configuration control consists of the formal procedures by which changes to
system and CI configurations are documented, processed, and authorized. In
configuration management, a "change" (or, "engineering change") is really an
alteration to the baselined specification which defines the item's required
--i.e., approved--configuration. Alterations to a specification being prepared but not yet formally approved and accepted by the procuring activity,
or alterations to the physical article itself that do not correspond with
changes to the specification, are not changes.
Thus, the procedures of developing and approving specifications described in
the preceding section are essential prerequisites to the initiation of configuration control. The control procedures apply only to the system specification
during the first part of a system program, but their coverage later expands
inrrementally as individual C specifications are completed and successively
baselined at the allocated and product levels.
Steps in the control process are relatively simple, in concept. They involve:
initiating and documenting a change proposal; reviewing and approving or disapproving the change; and authorizing the implementation of changes that are
approved. In working applications, they entail uses of standard forms, organizational roles, and specific procedures which vary in form and complexity
as a function of the baseline affected, type or class of configuration item,
phase of the program, and other factors.
The guidance in this section is designed to summarize, interrelate, and clarify
the application to computer programs of configuration control standards and
requirements which are to be found principally in the three sources listed
below:
MIL-STD-483 (USAF):
Appendix 11

interface control

Appendix XIV

Engineering Changes (Computer Programs)
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AFSCM/AFLtM 375-7:
Para. 1-12

System Engineering/Design Integration Relationship to
Configuration Management

Para. 1-.39
-Chapter 3

Application of MIL-STD-483 (USAF) Appendixes to CPCIs *
Cohfiguration Control-

MILSTD_480:;
Basic Standard
Appendix A

Instructions for Preparation of ECP

Other sources- relevant to individual topics with which the user should also be
familiar are;
AFSCP 800-3:
Chapter 9
Chapter 15

Configuration Management
Interface Management

Chapter 20

Program Office Organization

AFR 800-14, Vol. I:
Chapter 6

4.1

...

Configuration Management

ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

Within a program office, activities primarily responsible for matters associated with configuration control are the. configuration control board (CCB) and
configuration management office (CMO). System prime or associate contractors,
and normally their major subcontracturb, are required to have the funct-ional
counterparts of these activities within their management organizations for the
program; names and organizational alignments of the contractor activities ;,.ay
vary, but the functions should be represented.
The prgram office CCB is the management activity which makes all significant
decisions relating to specifications and proposed changes. It is not an
organizational unit as such, but a functional body which convenes periodically
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and/or on demand. Members consistbAsically-of the chiefs of the PO's organizational units (i.e., engineering, program control, procurement, et al.), plus
representatives of the using command, ATC, AFLC, and other organizations
involved in the program. Tile program manager is officially the CCB chairman
and bears final responsibility for its decisions; i.e., the membership constitutes an advisory, not a voting, body. Current requirements for CCB membership and operations are described in Chapter 9 of AFSCP 800-3; additional
descriptions of actions that can be taken by the CCB on change proposals and
use of the CCB Directive (CCBD) for documenting those actions are provided in
Chapter 3,of AFSCM/AFLCM 375,-7.
The CMO is the .center of responsibility within the PO for administrative and
staff functions associated with configuration management. Its, functions include implementing configuration management policies and procedures, maintaining configurationmanagement files for the program, coordinating and monitor;
ing configuration management actions, processing the review and baselining of
specifications, preparing CCB schedules and agendas, and disseminating the
results of CCB actions.
Typical relationships of the CCB and CMO to the program office organization
are depicted in Figure 4-1. Figure 4-2 illustrates one way in which similar
functions may be represented in a contractor's organization for a software
development project.
A contractor CCB is chaired by the project manager or his designated representative, and consists of members representing the principal project staff
and line activities. Major subcontractors may also be represented on the CCB
of a prime or associate contractor. Functions are to approve specificatiolls
and change proposals, internally, and to approve the forwarding of proposed
actions to the customer CCB. Again, it is a board which meets to issue formal
decisions. Those should normally be based on recommendations of the individual members derived from their study and coordination of each agenda item in
advance of the meeting.
Functions of the contractor's CMO should be generally similar to those of Lhu
program office CMO. The contractor CMO is responsible for:
9 The contractor's configuration management plan, which should be prepared
or updated and approved early in the full-scale development phase.
*

The preparation and control of documented internal standards/procedures
for configuration management, covering events and processes affecting
all organizational units of the project.
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s* Control of change processing and related internal configuration management
actions; liaison with the program office CMO; and serving as secretariat
to the contractor CCB.
* Collecting and maintaining status data, in coordination with specification/
document submittals and change processing events, and issuing periodic
reports of documentation and change status.
Documented internal procedures should be "tailored" to the individual project
and contractor's project organization, to the level that requirements and
responsibilities are clearly delineated in relation to individual technical
and staff activities. Several specific topics for such standards are suggested
in other paragraphs of this guidebook, including certain areas in which configuration management procedures must be closely coordinated with those in quality
assurance and data management, in particular.

4.2

CHANGE CLASSIFICATION

All changes to established baselines are distinguished for purposes of change
processing and control as being either Class I or Class II. In general,
Class T are the more important changes, which must be formally proposed by
the contractor and approved by the procuring activity CCB prior to being
implemented. Class II are the relatively minor changes which can be implemented by the responsible contractor without prior approval, but which must
be reported for procuring activity review and concurrence with their classification.
Formal definitions of the factors determining classification of computer
program changes are provided in MIL-STD-483, paragraph 140.6. in essence,
they are as follows:
* A change must be classified as Class I if it affects a technical requirement contained in the Part I specification, the contract schedule, or
*os"
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affect the design (excluding listings), and whenever they affect CPCI
performance or external interfaces--i.e., whether or not the latter are
actually specified in the Part I specification, as they should be.
* All changes which do not meet the definitions of Class I changes are Class
II. Examples are editorial changes to correct specification errors, or
to clarify expressions, and changes in the computer instruction/data
listings (in the Part II specification) to reflect corrections of computer
program errors.
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Questions often ,arise regarding interpretation of the criteria with respect to

"editorial" correct-'tons, e.g., in clarifyingconflicting or ambiguous statements of requirements, and'with respect to the meaning or permissible magnitude
of computer program "errors". It is usually necessary to arrife at working
interpretations and establish more specific rules for borderline cases through
procuring activity/ontractor coordination and agreement in each project.
It is a frequent misconception that the difference between Class I and Class II
is really a matter of "cost" vs. "no-cost" changes. While it is true that
Class II changes should always be "no-cost"--i.e., impact on costs established
in the contract--the reverse is not true for Class I changes. Compatibility
changes, for example, must be within the scope of existing cbntract requirements by their MIL-STD-480 definition. For computer programis, Class I changes
which expand and refine the requirements of Part I specifications prior to
qualification testing are to be encouraged (cf. 3.3.3 above).

4.3 CLASS I CHANGE PROCESSING
The treatment of configuration control in this section emphasizes control
during the full-scale development phase of a system program. That phase is
assumed to extend beyond the point of PCA for developmental CPCIs to include
a period towards the end of the phase (e.g., through system DT&E) during which
the original developer is responsible for proposing and implementing changes
at both allocated and product baseline levels.
The full controls in effect at the end of that period are capable of being
extended indefinitely without further expansion of the procedures. However,
organizational responsibilities for both controlling and implementing changes
during the deployment phase will shift at program management responsibility
transfer (PMRT) from the PO and original developer, respectively, to (a)the
supporting command (normally AFLC) and (b)an in-house computer programming
support group and/or other contractor(s).*
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baseline only. Although control expands to include the Part IIspecification
*Confguration control and engineering responsibility for each system as a
whole are transferred to AFLC. Depending on agreements reached for each
system and documented in the CRISP and O/S CMP, control of mission CPCIs
may transfer to a using command computer program configuration sub-board
(CPCSB; see Chapter 6 of AFR 800-14, Vol. II).
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at PCA,.Class I changes beyond that point continue to be addressed primarily
to the]Part 1 for reasons outlined in the .preceding section (see 36).
Briefly: (a) the Part I1 is a description of the end product, not a requirements' document; and (b) changes to the design of a qualified CPCI which do
not result from changes in required performance should not normally be permitted. Changes in the Part II specification listings to track corrections,
of computer program errors (i,.e., in essence, failures of the CPCI to fully
qualify) should normally be Class II.,
It is an important factor in control actions during full-scale development,
however, that the technical impact of a given Part I specification change
tends to expand progressively from the outset of the phase, up to and including PCA. A change which may affect only the Part I specification itself,
initially, will later cause redevelopment of the affected computer program
elements to the extent that successive stages of the overall design/development/test sequence have been completed. It is also of concern to configuration managers responsible for tracking the implementation of approved changes
that other maintainable documents enter the process as they are delivered and
approved during the phase, including test documents, handbooks or manuals,
and the version description document as well as the CPCI and its Part II
specification.
4.3.1

Two-Step Processing

Change processing actions consist largely of handling information which is
,contained on or with two standard forms known as the engineering change
proposal (ECP) and specification change notice (SCN).
Standard format for the ECP is prescribed and illustrated in MIL-STD-480.
The form consists of six separate pages, designated as DO Forms 1692 through
1692-5. Although designed basically for proposed changes to equipment, it is
also the only existing form which is approved for use by contractors in proposing changes to the system or software specifications. Instructions for
appropriate modification and use of the form are provided, however: (a) in
MIL-STD-480 and MIL-STD-483, Appendix-XIII, for the system specification; and
(b) in Appendix XIV of MIL-STD-483 for computer oroqram chanqes. In the
ca e, only the first two pages of the for (i.e.,
D orms 1692 and
1692-1) are used,

LaSter

Standard format and instructions for preparation of the SCN are provided in
MIL..STD-490. The SCN is normally used as a cover sheet to a set of specification change pages containing exact changes to the affected paragraphs.
Format and uses of the SCN in relation to procedures of computer program
document maintenance are discussed further in the next section. Roles of the
SCN in processing ECPs are amplified below.
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In the traditional model of change processing derived from equipment practice,
the two forms are prepared,, submitted, reviewed,, and approved or disapproved
together as parts of a single "ECP package", which consists principally of-the
formal ECP plus one SCN foreach affected. specification. Approval, of the
proposed change by the procuring. activity CCB results in incorporating the
specification revisions into the contract, thus authorizing the contractor to
alter his further development or production of the item in accordance,with
the new requirements. The established assumpti'on is that the cost of developing the specification changes as such is negligible in comparison with the
subsequent costs of implementing the change--which it typically is, in the
equipment environment.
"Two-step" processing of Class, I changes to computer programs refers to the
practice of submitting a given ECP in two'sequen'tial steps, first as a formal
ECP which is not accompanied by the SCN to an affected specification and subsequently, as a revised ECP to accompany the completed SCN. Procuring activity
approval also occurs in two, steps, in that: (a) approval of the formal ECP
results in authorizin§ the contractor to ex end the effort required to
develop the specification revisions; and (b) approval of the revised ECP is
contingent .pon approval of the completed SCN.
General requirements pertaining to two-step processing are, stated in paragraph
140.6.3 of MIL-STD-483. The intent of the procedures is to recognize that
development of the SCN itself can be an. important portion of the total cost
of implementing some computer program changes. The rules for relating SCNs
for different specifications to ECPs are summarized below to illustrate how
the procedure should apply in accordance with that intent.*
9 System Specification. A proposed change to the computer program Part I
specification may necessitate a change'to the system specification. In
that cas e, the formal ECP must always be accompanied by an SCN to the
system specification at the time of its initial submittal.
* Part I Specification - Minor Changes. SCNs covering proposed change
pages to the Part I specification should accompany ECPs prepared to
accomplish expansions or refinements (i.e., eliminating "TBDs" or
other areas of inadequacy within the original Intent; cf, 3.3.3 above).
SCNs should also accompany submittal of the formal ECP at all other
times when the information is needed in that form to support CCB
decision and when cost of their preparation is not substantial.
The "SRas-discussed here refers to the cover of a complete package of
change pages to the specification, in a form suitable for distribution to
update the specification. The nature of the change, and identified effects
of the change on parts of each specification, must be described in the
formal ECP itself, whether or not accompanied by the SCN.
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e Part I Specification - MajorChahjes. Two-step processing applies to the
Part I when the preparation of the specification change pages represents
a significant portion of the total effort of implementing the change, and
when the nature of the change can be described adequately to support CCB
decision in the ECP itself. Examples are the addition or deletion of
significant reqUired-capabilities of the CPCI, which may entail extensive
system engineering analysis and result in changes to many pages of the
specification.
* Part II Specification. SCNs to the Part II do not occur until after PCA.
Although they should normally result from ECPs addressing both parts, the
possibility does exist that ECPs may be processed against the Part II
only. In either case, the formal ECP is not accompanied by an SCN when
initially submitted. Two-step submittal always applies, since the completion of changes to the Part II specification (as built) represents the
end-point of implementing any computer program change.
Thus, two-step processing may apply to the Part I specification alone at any
time during full-scale development prior to PCA. It may also apply to the
Part I after PCA, depending on the given change, and it always applies to the
Part II. Figure 4-3 illustrates the general sequence and elements of the
process for the "maximum" case of a change (a)which affects everything
related to the CPCI, and (b) for which implementation is to be completed after
PCA.* The diagram is highly simplified with respect to certain factors mentioned in the following comments:
# In this example, the formal ECP is not accompanied by an SCN to either
part of the CPCI specification. It must be accompanied at the outset
by an SCN to the system or a system segment specification, however, if
one of those is affected.
* The diagram of a two-step change completed prior to PCA would eliminate
the middle band of events (i.e., "middle" from top to bottom) as a
visible part of the change activity, together with those impact documents
represented in the lower band that are not yet delivered. Typically, the
*Those can include some changes which were actually initiated well in advance
of PCA. As the PCA date approaches, schedules for ECP implementation must
be examined and adjusted to avoid conflict with the pre-PCA period required
for draft Part II specification review. A "cutoff" date may have to be
established prior to the draft Part II delivery, such that changes to be
implemented after that date are nominally processed as post-PCA changes.
See 3.4.2 above.
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CPCI test plan and procedures are affected by, and maintained to reflect,
all such Part I-only changes so that their-presence in the initial version
of the CPCI can be verified during qualification tests.
*

Class I changes affecting the Part II specification only are pqssible. In
those cases, events shown for the Part I specification, and for unaffected
impact documents, are naturally eliminated.

* A second (revised) ECP is prepared to accompany delivery of SCNs to the
CPCI specification. In the usual case, the SCNs and other products shown
at the far right in the diagram are likely to be completed and delivered
for review and approval over some distributed period of time, rather than
simultaneously.
* As this diagram may suggest, the computer program change process as a whole
tends to constitute a repetition of the original, total development cycle,
in greater or less degree depending on magnitude of the change.
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Figure 4-3. Synoptic Diagram of Two-Step Processing. The diagram illustrates the case of an ECP which affects all delivered items, following PCA.
Typical differences in relative timing of SCNs and other change impact
products are not shown.
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4.3.2

Preparation of ECPs

It is an underlying premise at the time of a system contract award that the
contractor will perform services and deliver products exactly as specified
(i.e., "nothing less and nothing more"). In pre:tice, events always occur
during the period of an extended development cycle to alter the procuring
activity's requirements, or the contractor's ability to meet the original
requirements, or some combination of those. From that point of view, configuration control provides a mechanism to deal flexibly with those events as
they occur and at the same time to preserve the spirit of the basic premise.
Applied in proper coordination with engineering and other support management
functions (notably, program control and procurement), the controls permit
contractor performance to be judged against contractually-specified technical
requirements, schedules, and costs which are kept up to date throughout the
development period.
The need for a change to the approved configuration of a given CPCI may be
identified originally by sources within the Air Force, by the responsible
contractor, or by other contractors. Whatever the original source, however,
an essential first step in the change processing cycle is the preparation of
a formal ECP by the responsible contractor. Figure 4-4 illustrates the two
pages of the standard ECP form used for that purpose. Blocks crossed out on
Page 1 are "not applicable" to computer programs. Other blocks are to be
completed in accordance with instructions provided jointly in MIL-STD-480 and
MIL-STD-483*, using, continuation sheets attached to the standard form when
additional spAce i, needed. The general nature of information called for in
the body of the frrin is 'summarized briefly as follows:
*

Identification of-affected specifications, including the computer program
functions, CPCs, and specification paragraphs affected by the proposed
change.

# A description of te change, to, a leyel of detail adequate for CCB decision, ,referencing the SCN(s) when provided with the ECP.
*

A justification for the change, in terms of the problem to 'be resolved or
new capability to:,De providedi rerererncig
ri di.rect.i es oroers sUppti
documents,.

o A summary of alternative solutions considered, referencing trade studies
and reports.
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Identification of required tasks and schedules for accomplishing, as
applicable to the given change: (a)analysis and preparation of changes
to the Part 'Ispecification; (b)redesign, coding and testing of changes
to the CPCI; (c)preparation of Part II specification changes and a new
version aescription document; and (d)revisions of other maintainable
documents impacted by the change.

e Identification of impacts of the proposed change on other systems or
configuration items, and on personnel or other factors affecting the
system program.
* A dollar estimate of the effect on contract costs if the change is
approved.
Detailed instructions for most of the information indicated above, are provided
in.Appendix XIV of MIL-STD-483. Those instructions are written in the form
of a supplement to MiL-STD-480, however--i.^-., requiring the user to consult
the latter for instructions and related general rules which are not specifically modified or replaced in MIL-STD-483. Because of the variable interpretations that can be made of that distributed source material, in addition
to its awkward arrangement for software users, this is a topic (among others;
cf. 4.1 above) which the contractor's configuration manager should address
and consolidate into one, self-contained internal procedures directive for
uniform use by project personnel responsible for preparing ECPs.
Further expansion and tailoring of the source instructions is needed for software applications in general as well as for each project. As examples, rules
in the following areas should be examined, clarified and applied based on
coordination with (and, where indicated, direction by) the procuring activity
CMO:

ECP Justification Codes. Policies for the use of justification codes iln
the given program should be established by the program office CMO and
provided to the contractor. In general, software charges are confined to
those in the first two categories listed in paragraph 4.3 - of MiI -STD-480,
Cost
II, ,i.e., correction of deficiency and ope
reduction changes are conceivable, but rare. Poduction stoppage does not
apply, except that the separate record-oniy code applies to ull EGPs when
so indicated by the contracting method.
ECP Types. Preliminary (Type P) Er apply to computer programs in the
manner stated in MIL-STD-480. In a..ition, dse of a revised type (Type
R) is recommended fnr those revisions which are issued to accompany the
submittal of SONs authorized by previously-approved formal ECPs when
two-step processing applies. Such a revised type of ECP also carries the
normal designation of a revision as required in Block 5f of the ECP form.
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Related ECPs. Related engineering changes occur when the proposed change
to one CI (the basic change) requires changes to other items for purposes
of compatibility. In those cases, a separate E2P is prepared for each
affected CI and cross-references are made in or with all of the ECPs to
identify the relationship, whether within or across contractors. Requirements set forth in paragraphs 4.8.3 and 4.8.4 of MIL-STD-480 apply to
computer program and equipment CIs, both jointly and separately, although
the basic ECP is not often addressed to a computer program item when both
are involved. In this area, one particular need is to clarify coordination requirements across contractors for purposes of related ECP status
reporting (see 5.3).

Internal directives prepared by the contractor's CMO should cover organizational
responsibilities and procedures, as well as content requirements, for ECP preparation. Examples of internal preparation procedures are illustrated in
Figures 4-5 and 4-6, using as a model the contractor project organization outlined previously in Figure 4-2. The examples are chosen to illustrate how the
preparation might occur (a) for within-scope changes to the Part I specificatior which are, in effect, completely implemented at the time of ECP submittal,
and (b) the more complex changes for which significant further implementation
effort depends on procuring activity CCB approval of the ECP. The two examples
also tend to be typical of "no-cost" vs. "cost" changes, although that distinction does not necessarily hold in all cases.*
In the first example (Figure 4-5), the typical circumstance is when a Class I
change is being prepared to add previously missing or incomplete information,
e.g., eliminating "TBDs" for detailed definitions of certain inputs, outputs,
processing requirements, or external irterfaces. Completion of the SCN to the
Part I specification, through system engineering effort previously budgeted
for the purpose, is the event which triggers preparation of the ECP. Hence,
in this case: the SCN accompanies the ECP;-the change is completely implemented when the SN is approved and distributed; and, by virtue of the latter
fact, the ECP entails no estimation of costs. It should generally be true of
such changes that they do not alter requirements in ways which make it necessary to undo and repeat steps already taken in computer program design and
development; rather, they supply details and clarifications which support the
development process.

°

*"Cost" vs. "no-cost" is distinguished specifically by the presence or absence
of a dollar amount in Block 21 of the formal ECP, identify4 ng estimated
effects on contract cost if the proposed change is approved.
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Initiation and Preparation of ECPs Proposing Within-Scope
Expansions of the CPCI Part I Specification (see text).

Procedures illustrated in the second example (Figure 4-6) apply to Class I
changes which add to or alter previously-defined requirements in the baselined
specification and call for contractor implementing efforts to be initiated, or
not, as a result of actions taken by the program office CCB. In C3 systems,
such
changestend
affecting
the missionThey
CPCIs
stem from
various
and, in the
aggregate,
to be numerous..
include
changes
to thesources
CPCI configuration resulting from system specification changes to accommodate new or revised
interfaces with other systems, changing operational requirements of the using
command, and other needs for capabilities not covered in the initial program.
They may also include changes for which needs are identified initially by the
contractor or other participants as a result of analysis and testing accomplished during the program.*
*This ;uide does not attempt to address the many contingencies which can arise
when the Part I specification is missing or grossly inadequate, although such
cases arc all too frequent. The standards do not provide for orderly configuration control, nor for acquisition management of computer programs in many
related areas, under those circumstances.

'Olt,
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Initiation and Preparation of a Class I Change Proposal
Involving Subsequent Implementation Effort (see text).

The preceding Figure 4-6 indicates that the preparation process is initiated
by PO directi6n, which should normally be true whether the need is identified
originally in-house or by the contractor. If originated by the contractor,
the period siiown would have been preceded by a preliminary ECP (Type P) and/or
other advance coordination leading to the PO direction. This diagram as a
whole represents an expansion of the "Preparation" portion of the earlier
Figure 4-3, illustrating two-step processing. SCNs will accompany the ECP or
be submitted later in accordance with the rules summarized for two-step processing in 4.3.1 above.

4.3.3

Program Office CCB Actions

In its role as secretariat to the CCB, the program office CMO receives and processes ECP packages submitted by contractors. The ECPs are scheduled for review in accordance with formal agendas prepared and distributed by the CMO
in advance of CCB meetir, .. The CMO also initiates and maintains a status log
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or report for each ECP, which begins with the date of receipt from the contractor and Continues until all suspense dates associated with the ECP have been
satisfied by appropriate action.
Formal review of each ECP by the CCB results in one of the following four
actions:
a. The ECP is approved as written.
b. The ECP is disapproved.
c. The ECP is approved with specific changes.
d. Action is deferred, either for further investigation as directed
by the CCB or for resolution by higher headquarters.
The action taken is recorded, together with other information relating to the
ECP, on a CCB Directive (CCBD) prepared by the CMO for signature by the CCB
chairman. The CCBD itself receives in-house distribution only, as the document which provides direction to elements of the program office regarding
further actions to be taken on the given ECP. It includes specific requirements to be observed by the contracting officer in preparing and issuing
notification of contractual coverage of the ECP to the contractor.

4.4

CLASS II CHANGES

It was indicated earlier that the changes dealt with in configuration management consist most directly of alterations to baselined specifications. That
principle is true for all changes to computer programs, whether classified as
Class I or Class II. The difference between the two classes is a matter of
established definitions relating to the "?mportance of the change, such that
Class II changes are those which do not really alter the intent and scope of
technical requirements, or impact contract schedule or costs. Hence, they
are changes which can be accomplished by the contractor without asking advance
approval by the procuring activity.
However, each Class II change has to be rerteld for information and concur
rence with its classification. Non-concurrence can result in direction to
remove the change and to reclassify it as a change subject to Class I processing and approval before being restored.
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Class II changes can be reported on the standard.ECP form (using only Page 1)
or on a contractor's own form. In the latter case, the form must contain
minimum information specified in MIL-STD-480 (paragraph 4.6.2), consisting of
identification of the affected item and part, description of the change, justification, and contract number. Forms similar to that illustrated in Figure 4-7
have often been used for reporting Class II changes to computer programs. In
this guidebook, that document is referred to as a "Class II Change Report (CR)"
rather than as a "Class II ECP", since it is in fact a report, not a proposal.
Use of the "CR" designation also permits ready distinction with ECPs (always
Class I, herein) when the two types of document are listed together in status
reports.

*

~based

[

Requirements pertaining to Class II changes contained in the configuration
management standards tend to be scattered and limited, particularly for computer programs. As in other areas, this is a topic which merits specific coverage in the contractor's configuration management plan and internal procedures,
on clear understanding and approval by the program office CMO. The
following list outlines the nature of policies and procedures to be considered
and clarified for application in each program, taking into account necessary
relations of Class II change processing with other aspects of software configuration management.
e Each Class II
CR is addressed to either the Part I or the Part II of a
CPCI specification, but never to both. A change which affects any other
delivered, maintainable document must be proposed and processed as a
Class I change. In general, the total impact of a CR must be confined
to the given Part I or Part II specification addressed.
e SCNs to the affected specification are not normally issued for the sole
purpose of incorporating Class II changes. As a rule, Class II changes
are included in SCNs issued to incorporate Class I changes, and a separate
CR is also included with the ECP package to identify each Class II change
accomplished since the preceding issue of an SCN to that specification or
volume. Thus, a given ECP package may consist of one ECP, some number
of SCNs (see 5.1.3), and some additional number of CRs at the time of its
submittal.
s CRs, as well as the ECP, are identified by numbers and titles on each
SCN affected. Thus, after approved SCNs are distributed and inserted
into copies of the specifi-ation, each copy contains a record of both
Class I and Class Ii charqes incorporated in the given issue.

I
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Sample Contractor's Form for the Class II Change Report (CR).

* A continuing record of all CRs issued against the Part I specification is
included in Section I of the computer program configuration index (see
5.2), in the form of a listing which identifies each CR by number and
title, together with number andl issue date of the affected SCN. Following
PCA, a similar record is maintained for all CRs to the Part II specification, in Section II of the index.
s Class II changes to the baselined Part II specification include, as one
prominent subclass, changes to the listings to reflect computer program
error corrections. The version description document issued to accompany
each version or interim version of the CPCI (following the initial version;
see 5.4.3) must identify all such Class II changes installed in the CPCI
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since, the preceding version, by CR number, title, and issue date. A
continuing record of these CRs is also maintained for all past issues
of the version description document in Section VI of the configuration
index.*

4.5

RELATED CONTROLS

This section addresses topics related to configuration control which have
proved to be subjects of frequent questions and occasional misconceptions. In
this guidebook, as in the military standards, the treatment of software configuration management emphasizes formal controls and tasks in which configuration
managers and centralized CCBs are directly responsible. Attention is focused
on the completion, control, and status of baselined specifications. Some of
the questions relate to the absence of procedures for controlling design documents, listings, and tapes or card decks. Others relate to the absence of
requirements in certain areas which are familiar in hardware configuration
management. As suggested in the comments below, the reasons for the missing
coverage in the standards (and elsewhere in this guide) are varied.
4.5.1

Baseline Management as a Technical Tool

The general point has been made in preceding sections that configuration management expands in discrete steps as specifications are completed and baselined
successively at the functional, allocated, and product levels. Prior to each
of those steps, however, the technical documentation which leads to the completed specification typically evolves through many levels, forms, and iterations during the course of its development. In situations where the given
system or CI specification development requires many analysts/designers,
working concurrently on separate portions of the total task, some engineering
managers have adopted the generalized techniques of baseline management as
their own set of tools for exercising systematic control over that process.

*In pra~tce, the process of error analysis, correction, installation, and
testing occurs first in the CPCI. The Part II specification update oc&:urs
"after the fact" to record those corrections judged to be acceptable.
Although many such corrections to the code may be small, systematic measures
to assure that they are controlled and recorded are usenLial, sIICe a loss
of visibility at that level can easily result in the familiar phenomenon of
a CPCI gradually losing any known relationship, over time, with its specification.
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As applied in that framework, specifically: the initially approved design at
each level is documented; each proposed expansion, refinement, or other alteration is examined for its impact; the working documents are altered to reflect
all approved refinements; the current status of approved design is made known
to all affected participants; and records may be kept to provide an "audit
trail" as the design evolves. The alterations are likely to occur on an
active and continuing basis as design information is developed and added at
successively more detailed levels. Thus, the concept of a "progressively
expanding baseline" has been' derived from this application of baseline management procedures in the engineering management context.
During early stages of a CPCI development, the developer should implement those
or similar procedures to control the design documentation prepared for review
at PDR and CDR; later, they should be extended to include the listings. Related
techniques, including the use of automated support tools and other "library
controls" (see MIL-S-52779, para, 3.2.5), can be employed to control and account
for elements of computer program code as those are generated and refined through
ciiucessive levels of deveop.mnta! testing.
----------- ----mna
--

Use of the label "configuration management" for techniques devised for those
purposes is not infrequent; and it represents one source of potential confusion
to software managers who become involved in military system programs. The confusion is-not easy to dispel, since: such measures do constitute management
controls; they are in fact dealing with the item's configuration; and, there
are indeed some aspects of the controls which should also involve the configuration manager. From the point of %viewof distinctions established among Air
Force acquisition management disciplines, however, the principal consideration
is the fact that primary control of the process, up to the point of initial
specification completion, must remain with the technical managers--consistently
with their responsibility to develop an end product (the CPCI) which meets
specified requirements of its Part I specification. At the same time, surveillance and support of their methods should also be furnished by others. As
examples:
9 The developer's quality assurance manager is responsible for assuring
that controls in the areas in question are deveioped, internally documented, and implemented. While the specific techniques are not currently
spelled out in any standards, requirements for the contractor to meet
those objectives are included in MIL-S-52779 (AD).
* The configuration manager should provide and monitor the observance of
internal standards in such areas as identification numbers and markings
(2.4), specification requirements,
maintenance of design
to incorporate approved changes to and
the Part I specification. documents
Again,
specific procedures are largely at the contractor's option.
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4.5.2

Engineering Release Systems

Requirements for engineering release records to assure that proper relationships
are maintained between engineering data and manufactured CIs are covered in
Appendix X of MIL-STD-483. Statements are made therein (and elsewhere; cf.
AFSCM/AFLCM' 375-7, paragraph l-39,j) that the specific requirements set forth
for hardware do not appl', to CPCIs, but that computer program contractors
should implement procedurts to comply with the "intent and objectives".
AFR 800-14 (Vol. II, paragraph 6-6,c) suggests that the procedures apply to
development as well as to production, and states that they should,,be "tailored
to cover all CPCI documentation".
No clarifications are provided in any known source, however, to identify what
the analogous procedures might actually consist of, for software. The objectives themselves are subject to varied interpretations because of their
apparent orientation towards product-level controls/records associated with
hardware manufacturing. Hence, in the absence of a better understanding of
what kinds of actions software'contractors should take to comply, it is the
.summary recommendation of this .guidebook that program managers regard the
engineering release system requirements as "not applicable" to software.
Pertinent considerations include the following:
# Engineering release systems involve internal contractor controls over
engineering drawings, together with records of drawing numbers, partnumbers, effectivities, etc. which relate basic requirements and
engineering changes to production units of a CI. The importance of
such systems stems from the significant role of the Part II specification (largely, engineering drawings) in governing the production process, and from the key importance of production in the CI acquisition
cycle.
* The question of what objectives are analogous to those in software is
subject to some debate, since: a computer program Part II specification
does not have that role in-governing CPCI "production" (tape/disc duplication); nor does the latter process have comparable significance as a
portion of the overall CPCI acquisition (see 3.6).
* Study of Appendix X suggests that some of the procedures are related to

I,

document controls, tape or card deck controls, and record-keeping practices for which software requirements are recognized under labels other
than "engineering release". Examples are: controls and records of
changes to design documents reviewed at PDR and CDR (see 4.5.1 above);
and certain functions served by document numbering practices, the
configuration index, and the version description document as discussed
in the next section (5.0), The latter is the area which perhaps
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furnishes the most direct analogies to engineering release, since it
includes records which maintain relationships, after PCA, among basic
specification requirements, changes, other documents, and numbered
versions of the CPCI. However, program managers will probably find it
advisable to continue to handle those and similar, areas on their own
merits for software, disregarding whether analogies can be drawn with
the hardware engineering release practices.

4.6

INTERFACE CONTROL

Interface control is primarily a system engineering/design integration, rather
than a configuration management, function. Its objectives are to assure that
hardware and software elements being supplied by different participating
sources will fit and function effectively together when assembled into the
complete system. Hence, the tasks of identifying and defining interfaces,
like those of generating specifications,, are basically technical. Configuration
management activities associated with interTace control include providing
standards, procedures, and administrati/ve support to ensure that interface
agreements arrived at through technical) analysis and coordination are properly
reflected in baselined specifications.
Currently-available guidance and requirements pertaining to technical as well
as other aspects of interface control are largely limited, however, to coverage provided in the configuration management standards. Familiarity with
information contained in the sources identified below is essential to an
understanding of the policies and procedures as they apply both at the general
level and specifically to softwere:
AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7:
1-12

Systems Engineering/Design Integration Relationships to
Configuration Management.

1-39,b

Interface Control.

MIL-STD-483:
Appendix II
60.4.3.1.1

Interface Control.
Paragraph 3.1.1

Interface Requirements
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4.6.1

General Concepts and Responsibilities

Interface control procedures in system programs are generally limited to interfaces at, and above, the CI level. They do not cover the control of interfaces
internal to a CI, since that represents an integral part of the (single) contractor's engineering management responsibility for the C's technical development. Further, as dealt with in the standards, the major emphasis is on interfaces involving separate contractors and/or Gdvernment agencies. Basically,
the process consists of establishing and maintaining technical agreements
among the different organizations responsible for interfacing systems and
system elements.
In this context, an "interface" is a common boundary between two items. From
the point Qf view of either side of the boundary, the interface implies a
source of requirements and/or constraints on the configuration of the given
item. Hence, when recognized and taken into account, it determines gne part
of the configuration defined, or to be defined, in each item's specification.
An iterface is "identi fied" when it is determined that a common boundarvw
exists. It is "defined" when the functional and physical characteristics can
be appropriately specified (or referenced) in the affected specifications.
Hence, interfaces are defined at different levels, corresponding with the
levels of uniform specifications. Specifically: (a)they may be defined in
functional terms at the system, segment, and CI (allocated baseline) levels,
with successively increasing completeness and detail; and in addition, they
may be further defined at the product level, for equipment CIs, in terms of
physical dimensions, electrical or chemical etc. properties, and tolerances.
Requirements for interface control activities outlined in MIL-STD-483 apply
primarily to the full-scale development phase. Interfaces analyzed and documented in the specifications prior to that time serve as technical criteria to
be observed by those involved in the development phase interface control
effort. Typically, the definitions existing at the end of the validation
phase are incomplete with respect to matters of design approaches and responsibilities to be resolved or determined during negotiations for the full-scale
development; and in addition, they require further definitions at lower levels
as the design of individual CIs evolves. The latter is an important and continuing activity for equipment interfaces, in particular. Installation
control--referring to equipment/facility interfaces with respect to space,
locations, environment, etc.--is also a part of the interface control activities.
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Interface control in a large and complex system program is accomplished by an
interface control working group (ICWG) composed of members representing each
contractor and Government agency involved in the program. Prime responsibility
for managing, chairing, and providing administrative support to the ICWG is
assigned to-an interface-control contractor. Other members have collateral
responsibilities for defining and controlling interfaces affecting their system
segments, CIs, or interfacing systems. The basic activity consists of arriving
at technical interface definitions, documenting those in the form of inter-face
control drawings (ICDs), implementing controls, and maintaining records of ICD
actions.
Configuration control actions as such occur when the ICWG completes and approves
individual ICDs. Affected contractors prepare coordinated ECPs an1d process
those through the system CCB to incorporate the interface definitions into baselined specifications. For equipment Cis, they are normally incorporated by
reference, rather than directly; hence, the ICDs themselves are then used in
conjunction with the specifications:-together with other engineering and facility construction drawings, to control the design and subsequent integration of
the CIs.
Program office planning for interface cuntrul mu-isL be accorip"ished during L1,
validation phase to a level which makes it possible to clearly delineate, in
development phase RFPs and statements of work, the approach to be taken and
the specific responsibilities of each participant. Requirements must be
tailored to the contractor 3 structure, complexity of the system, and complexity
of interfaces with other C systems. Taking those factors into account, RFPs
should identify plans for establishing the ICWG, describe its functions and
composition, identify the interface control contractor, and define the scope
of interfaces to be controlled at that level. Separate ICWGs below the system
level are appropriate when the program involves associate contractors responsible for major system segments. Specific planning for those, as well as for
participation in the system ICWG, should be included in system engineering and
configuration management portions of the associates' proposals.

4.6.2

Documentation and Control of Software Interfaces

ICDs may be prepared in many forms, depending on the type of interface type of
CIs involved, and the level of interface identification or definition required.
For computer program interfaces (and others of a functional nature), they may
take the form of "book-form" drawings. Such drawings are required to bear
minimum information for identification and control purposes--sucf as drawing
number, revision level, and date--but their format and content are not otherwise constrained, Hence: when Tc involving romputer programs are foiind tn
be necessary for ICWG uses, their content can be prepared in a form suitable
for direct incorporation into the CPCI Part I specification--i.e., complying
with content requirements set forth in Appendix VI of ML-STD-483 for the
interface requirements paragraph, 3.1.1.
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Interface control involving computer programs should be included in the ICWG
activities to the extent necessary to establish and maintain compatibility
with other elements of the system as a whole. However, that involvement should
be generally much more limited in scope than it typically is for equipment
items and facilities, for such reasons as the following:
* All external interfaces of a CPCI with other items must be specified at

the Part I specification level, or higher. This requirement stems basically
from the fact that computer program external interfaces represent functional,
rather than physical, characteristics--both for the given CPCI and for the
interfacing other items.*
e For computer programs, interface definitions may not be incorporated into
the Part I specifications by reference to ICDs. It is possible that agreements on some previously-undefined interfaces -mybe- ar;'ived at through
ICWG efforts at an early stage of the development phase and documented in
the form of iCDs. When that happens, however, FCPs/SCNs should be prepared
S4^ .. ^...a .re
.h
ct............
into. fhe specifiratinns, normally by
PDR, for subsequent control by the CCB. Later needs for ICWG uses of the
information in the specific form of ICDs should be minimal ."
It tends to be typical that the most prominent interfaces of computer programs
with other system elements, both hardware and software, are messages. And in
sone ways, messages represent a unique type of interface. A single message
may contain elements which constitute interfaces, for a given CPCI, with both
equipment (e.g., communications) and otherCPCIs; and further, the interfacing
3oftware items are often remotely located in space and in time. Remoteness in

*The functional vs. physical distinction is less meaningful for computer programs than for equipment, especially when the computer programs are considered
in isolation. One key to the logic in this context, however, is the fact that
any equipment/computer program interface is limited to functional characteristics which ihave to be specified at the Part I specification level on the
equipment side. For example, if the equipment processing capacities and
speeds, etc. are known, such product-level properties as dimensions, construction, and materials are of no additional consequence to a CPCI developer.
**i.xceptions have occurred when the Part I specifications were inadequate or
s
dr those ci rcumstances, ICnS
bfT
~~~tcd
+-Ae
o~i
-sdAt
later stages as one device to help overcome the resulting problems encountered
during installation and testing.
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space, fgr example,. is typical when the messages are exchanged between interfacing C systems. Remote interfaces with respect to both space and time exist
when recorded output data -from one CPCI are later processed by another CPCI
operating in a different computer. It is of some interest that, in contrast,
remote interfaces are not normally recognized in conventional hardware practice as being a practical possibility--i.e., for working purposes, interfaces
exist only at points of physical contact; yet that happens to be the class of
interface characteristics which is often of predominant concern to activities
involved in the identification and control of software interfaces.
To be adequate, detailed definitions of message interfaces must be provided at
the bit/byte level, including the specification of such characteristics as
format, lengths, data content and definitions, parity and/or redundancy,
timing, and control. Once so defined, lower-level definitions are not needed,
for '.'rposes of guiding or constraining the CPCI developer.
As regards the practice of not specifying CPCI interfaces by reference to iCDs,
it is significant that all message interfaces are also CPCI inputs and outputs,
and that definitions of the latter represent ebential and major portions of
any CPCI's Part I specification content. The specification of interfaces,
inputs, outputs, and related data base items "by reference" is permissible,
internally to the specification itself. That is a device which should normally
be employed in order to reduce redundancy and promote consistency of content
across portions of the specification concerned with those elements. The important points to consider are that: (a) all of the information that might be
also be documented on ICDs is required to be contained in the specification for
other puv-poses; and (b) if the information does exist separately on ICDs,
problems of maintaining the necessary consistency may be increased.
In addition to remote messages, other types of software interfaces to be
examined and defined include: (a)with hardware, relevant functional cilaracteristics of the computer, peripherals, and display/control consoles; and (b)
functional and format characteristics of o-her software operating in the same
computer. For a given CPCI, the existence and general nature of its interfaces with all other hardware and software items should be identified in the
first interface subparagraph (3.1.1.1) of its Part I specification, preferably
in the form of a schematic block diagram. Requirements for the detailed
interface definitions statdd in MIL-STD-483 (for subparagraph 3.1.1.2) vary
as a function of each interfacing item's status as well as its nature. That
is7
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In many cases, the interfacing item already exists. Examples are commercial computer, peripheral equipment, and associated support software. In
these cases, the interface definition may be confined to identifying each
item and referencing its existing specification.
Detailed definitions of specific functional characteristics are required
to be spelled out directly in the specification only for those interfacing
itcms which are being developed concurrently with the given item, in whole
,.in part. In general, it is to this category of interfaces--i.e., where
both sides of the interface are undergoing concurrent development--that
most interface control activities of an T CWG and others are typically
devoted.

I!

SECTION 5. DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE AND STATUS REPORTING
This section discusses requirements and procedures for the idertification and
maintenance of computer program specifications and related documents, and for
reporting the status of documents, change proposals, and delivered CPCIs. The
procedures are directly related to, and depend on, procedures of configuration
identification and control discussed in preceding sections. When properly
integrated with those, they are designed to serve the following significant
purposes :

Provide devices '.o support and verify the systematic maintenance of speci.fications and other documents which depend on CPCI configuratiohs for their
content.
*

Maintain traceability and correlation of approved changes among all maintainable documents.

* Maintain correlation between documentation and deliverd CPCIs.

* Maintain periodic reports which make the status of CPCIs and their documentation visible to controlling and participating activities.

Unlike configuration managem.2nt standards in other areas, the requirements in
this area are largely ones which originatoed specifically for software. They
contain some elements which aie analogous to, but which generally replace,
the hardware-oriented requirements for configuration status accounting and
engineering release (cf. 4.5.2). Comparisons between the hardware and software practices have proved to be frequent sources of confusion, partly because
potential cross-applications of certain document control procedures or status
reports are discernible on both sides. Those possibilities tend to be deceptive, however, due to timing requirements, objectives, and interrelationships
with other management factors which differ fundamentally for the two classes
of configuration items. Again, the differences are related to the fact that
hardware procedures are based primarily on conditions zssociated with production and logistic support, whereas the software practices in this area
emphasize development (or redevelopment) as being the process of major manage..
ment concern during a CPCI life cycle.
Guidance and formal requirements pertaining to topics addressed in this section
are to be found in identified parts of the source documents listed below:

J
]

AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7:
1-39,h

Specification Maintenance

1-39,i

Document and Item Identification Numbering
8

MIL-STD-483:

3.4.9

Spec f ca ti on Aut Ienica t,ion

Appendix VII

Specification an .Support Document Maintenance,
rrugr

Appendix IX

.-

-

-

-

Document and Item Identification Numbering and Marking

MIL-STD-490:
3.2

Style., Format, and Identification of Specifications

3.3

Changes and Revisions

Among the above, the major source of requirements specitic to software is
Appendix VIII of MIL-STD-483, which covers computer program SCNs, status reporting, and the version description document. Other references contain "bits
and pieces" of standard requirements for document identification and maintenance which normally apply to software as well as to hardwiare specifications.
While the standards are basically sound, they have often proved difficult to
use because of their scattered locations, inadequate explanations, and some
inconsistencies. However, they have also proved to be indispensable to effective software acquisition management when properly understood and used.
Specific problem areas are identified, where they exist, -n the subsections
below; otherwise, the content of this section is consistert with the standards
as they are currently written.

5.1

DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION AND MAINTENAVKE

This topic encompasses requirements for numbers and related identification
practices which apply to basic issues, change pagt issues, and re'isions of
computer program specifications and other maintainable documents that are
significant to configuration management activilies. As is true of other
areas, close coordination is required with the data management function. In
this case, the requirements are imposed anpdmonitored by configuration management, but must be implemented by data management activities and included in
(and occasionally reconciled with) the developer's interna: standards/procedures for that function.
Specific requirements for document idt.nit fication arnd maintenance contained in
th
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they are generally insufficient to meet needs encountered in software configurati on management:
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e

,

*

The standards referred to are those which cover minimum requirements
designed for basic hardware specifications, but excluding their associated
engineering drawings. The additional coverage which is available for the
latter, in some abundance, is not applicable to computer programs. Yet
similar needs exist for control and traceabil'ity of CPCI characteristics
which are documented wholly within the content of the specifications
themselves.

. Computer program specifications tend to be voluminous, partly because they
do not depend on references to'engineering drawings and for other reasons.
As' for equipment specifications, the maintenance procedures should be
designed to assure that changes are accurate, complete, and traceable.
But frequent changes affecting many pL - can also place unique demands
on their efficiency, with respect to such factors as speed and economy
of handling.
e Responsibilities of software configuration managers include status keeping
and reporting for all deliverable and maintainable documents which may be
affected by approved ECPs, as well as for specifications, ECPs, and CPCIs.
Coverage of identification and maintenance practices which apply to those
other documents, in addition to the specifications, is needed to support
that purpose.
Thus, in the subparagraphs below, requirements defiied in the military standards are referenced, but additional requirements are identified which the
standards do not currently define for uniform application.* A software developer's internal standards should provide for those in some suitable manner,
since adequate provisions for efficient document identification and maintenance are essential to meeting the needs of software management in other areas.
Topics to he covered which are of interest to configuration managers are
summarized briefly as follows:

iI

Definitions and procedures pertaining to types and forms of document
issues, including: drafts; basic issues; change page issues; revisions;
and document series (multiple volumes).
, Document numbering systems.
e Rules for identifying pages and change pages.
*

Standard formats and identification rules for special front-matter pages

(i.e., title page, specitication change notice, document cihdrFy

T1ULiLe,

list of effective pages); and rules pertaining to the use of those pages
as they apply to basic issues, change pages issues, revisions, and volumes.
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NOTE: Special rules specified in DoD 5220.22-M must be observed in
marking and handling documents which are classified. However, those
are not addressed'in this guidebook. A few of the procedures described
herein for efficient maintenance and accountability of less sensitive
documents do not apply to accountable SECRET documents, e.g., with
respect to reissuance of title pages.
5.1.1

Document Issues

The documents that are of interest for purposes of this discussion are those
which are subject to being reissued in some form when affected by approved
ECPs. They consist of the specifications, test plans, and other documents
to be listed for status reporting in the computer program configuration index
(see 5.2). Rules for identification and handling should provide for distinguishing the various forms in which issueF and revisions may occur as listed
below.
° Single-Volume vs. Document Series. Any document identified by a single
document number which is issued in the form of multiple volumes, including
separately-bound appendices, is a document series. The document series
applies whether the separate volumes are issued concurrently, as for a
specification, or sequentially; examples of the latter are the status
reports or version description document, for which successive issues are
often identified (in each case, separately) as successive volumes of a

single series.
9L

* Draft vs'. Basic Issue. A given document may undergo some number of issues,
reissues, and/or corrections in draft form. Its basic issue is the initial
issue prepared for formal delivery in approved form, normally following a
review cycle based on the draft.*
e Revisions vs. Change Page Issues. A revision is a complete reissue of an
entire document which supersedes all pages of any preceding issue.** Modifications to computer program documents, particularly specifications, are
normally accomplished by issues of change pages, except when complete
revisions are specifically directed by the procuring activity. Formal
modifications in other forms, e.g., errata sheets, should not normally be
permitted, particularly for specifications.

;

f

*CDRLs regularly designate that issue as the "final". However, "basic issue"
is a orc realistic lzbel for the role it actually acquires, in the 11sual
**That definition is established for specifications in MIL-STD-490 (paragraph
3.3.1).

"Revision" is also used in MIL-STD-490 and elsewhere as the general

term to cover any kind of a document change.
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S *5.1.2

Document and Page ienfftication.

Requirements set forth jqflntly in MIL-STD-483 and MIL-STD-490 for identifying
numbers and other information to be provided-on the title page and each other
page of a specification aie summarized in Table 5-1. A few other numbers are
also shown which 'are not'required in those standards, but which have been
found useful in sof.tware contracts to identify a particular volume, appendix,
or specification part and to provide a positive link with SCNs (or'6ther chang
issue identifier).
The numbering of documents to include various useful elements of information
can obviously be accomplished in many ways. One example is shown below, based
•on a numbering system which,was developed and has been used specifically for
handling software documents. It provides all of the needed elements in a
Table 5-1.

Summary of Identification Data Required for CPCI Specifications.
TITLE PAGE

'(l)

,OTHER PAGES

(b)

SPECIFICATION NUMBER

(2)

SPECIFICATION NUMBER

(6)

REVISION SYMBOL

(3)

REVISION SYMBOL

(6)

CHANGE ISSUE IDENTIFIER
VOLUME NUMBER

*

CHANGE ISSUE IDENTIFIER

*

VOLUME NUMBER

*
*

SPECIFICATION PART

(4)

SPECIFICATION PART

DATE

(1)

DATE

(6)

CODE IDENTIFICATION

(2)

MARKINGS

(7)

SPECIFICATION TITLE

(5)

CPCI NOMENCLATURE

(5)

CPCI NUMBER

(5)

AUTHENTICATION

(1)

(1) MIL-STD-483, paragraph 3.4,9 and Figure 1

(2) MIL-STD-490,
(3) MIL-STD-490,
(4) MIL-STD-490,
(5) MIL-STD-490,
(6) MIL-STI3-490,
(7) MIL-STD-490,
*

o
0
"

"

3.2.16.2
3.2.16.3
3.2.16.4
3.2,16.7 and Figure 1
3,2,16, 3.3.2, 3,3,3
3.3,2.2, 3.3.2.4, 3.3.3

Elements not specified in the current standards
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.

relatively simple and efficient form, although it does not comply 1iterally
with certain format details specified in the standards for specifications:
9999-999-99 X

(Complete document number)*
Revision symbol
Change issue identifier (corresponds with the SCN
or DCN number; see 5.1.3 below)
Specification part, plus volume or appendix number
Base number of the document or document series

Requirements for numbering volumes and appendices on title pages, and for
arrangement of the volume/appendix title, are not clarified in the standards
directly for titles of CI specifications. Titling is generally accomplished
in the same manner as described in Appendix lIT of MIL-STD-483 for system segment specifications. Volumes of a specifica" n are numbered in Arabic
numerals, beginning with "1". Appendices are niu,,ered in Roman numberals,
beginning with "I". Example:
COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION
for
ORBIT PREDICTION
CPCI No. 3021900
Volume 5. ELEMENT COMPARISON
[or: 'Appendix II. CLASSIFIED SUPPLEMENT]

5.1.3

"

Front-Matter Pages

A title page is normally the first page of front matter in the basic issue of
any document or volume, whether or not a hard cover is also provided. Since
it bears the full document identification, including the issue date, a new
title page should be issued as a part of each change page package.
In addition, each change page issue to a sp

ification must be accompanied by

a specification change notice (SCN).
TIe SCN funct 4 .is, in part, as the change
hy the nw,%1rurine
review anH Annrnv
for
FCP
paqe cover which accompanies the
*1191

nueric; "X"

alphabetic
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F'-

activity CCB prior to- being distributed. It also functions, however, as a
special- page of front matter to be inserted Into each copy of the specification, since a copy, of the approved SCN is included in the set of change pages
distributed tO each holder of the spetification. The sample format and basic
instructions for preparing SCNs outlined in MIL-STD-490 are supplemented for
computer programs in Appendix.VIII of MIL-STD-483. Among various additional
claifications which have been found useful are the following:
a Successive SCNs against a given specification are numbered in sequence,
beginning with "I" for the first SCN issued against the computer program
development (Part I)'specification. A separate sequence of SCN numbers,
again beginning With "'1", applies to SCNs for the computer program product
(Part 'II specification.
* When the specification is issued in the form of separately-bound volumes
or appendices, one SCN form is prepared for the change page issue to each
affected volume or appendix,,and is identified by a dash number consisting
of (a) the appropriate sequence number of SCNs for that specification,,
followed by a dash and (b) the number of the given volume or appendix.
(Examples: 23-2,, or 23-IV).
It is essential that each SCN issued to incorporate a Class I change also
incorporate all Class II changes accomplished since the preceding issue
of the specification or modification thereto. Class II changes are identified individually on the SCN, in addition to being reported on Class II
CRs submitted with the given ECP/SCN package.
If a complete revision incorporates-one or more ECPs notpreviously implemented through SCNs/change pages to the preceding issue, an SCN should, be
included as an integral part of the revised issue to identify those ECPs
as' being incorporated.
In practice,, some program managers have permitted certain latitude 'Inthe format and preparation of computer program SCNs to facilitate the processing of
high-volume changes. One useful device is to substitute a list of effective
pages (LEO) for the "Summary of Previously-Changed Pages" portion of a standard SCN,* Since that device appears to be in process of becoming a formallyrecognized option for computer programs, as indicated;in a current coordination draft of MIL-STD-490A, its use is discussed further below.

U

ASuch other-wie-Lrvitx',;iiiragpf

car, becoma raiulc:veml

I

I~~u
II

programs like the one described in ESD-TR-69-302 (Searle et al.; see 8.2),
in which change pages were issued to one Part I CPCI specification at an
average rate of 200 per month over a 29-month period, incorporating an
average of more than 2 CLass I and 4 Class II changes per month.
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Information provided by the LEP is indicated in Figure 5-1 %top). The basic
issue of a document contains a listing of page numbers only, in the first
column. With each issue of change pages, entries are added in the second and
third columns co show the SCN or DCN (see below) number and issue date of the
package. As succeeding issues occur, entries shown on-the last preceding
issue are retained for all' pages that remain unchanged by a new issue. Thus.,
the LEPcontains a complete account of the current status of the given volume.
Accordingly, when it is used in that manner, the printed statement on accompanying SCNs should be changed from that illustrated in Figure 3 of MIL-STD490 to read as follows:
"This notice informs recipients that the specification identified by
the number shown in the 'SPEC. NO.' block above has been changed.
The pages changed by this SCN are those furnished herewith and carrying the same date as shown in Block 12 above of this SCN. The pages
of the numbers and dates listed in the accompanying list of effective
pages constitute the current version of this specification."

''

The document change notice (DCN) serves essentially the same functions for
other maintainable documents that the SCN serves for specifications, in that
it provides a record of status relative to incorporated ECPs which is contained directly in each copy of the document. A sample, format is illustrated
in Figure 5-1. The DCN is useful for the test plan, test procedures, handbooks, and manuals listed in the configuration index. It does not apply to
the version description document, since each issue of a VDD is a new document which includes listings of incorporated changes in its content. Uses
of DCNs are similar to those of SCs,, However, it should be noted that:
* Requirements for such a form are not explicit in the standards. Its
use is suggested in this guidebook as one, device to support data and
configuration management .requirements implied by the configuration
index.*
* Class II changes do not apply to non-s.pecifications; and, changes may
occur to those documents both as a result of ECPs and.for reasons
-unrelated to configuration management. That is: test plans, handbooks,
ana manuals are subject to change for technical and other reasons, in
addition to impact by ECPs. Configuration managers track and report
all updates to those documents because some of them do result from ECPs
and therefore provide indicators of ECP implementation. But the ECPs
and CRs are processed directly only against the specifications.
*It has been noted that 'DCN", if adopted officially, might conflict with the
"design change notice" used in cunfiuraLiun mii eieni-iL Gf Equipinerit Itemis.
This guidebcok is recommending only that a developer should provide that kind
of information, not that the form necessarily carry that label or be prepared
in any standard format. "DCN" was chosen here only for convenience of discussion, and because of its obvious sir.ilarity to "specification change notice".
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5.2 CONFIGURATION INDEX
The computer program configuration index (or simply, "the index") is one of two
periodic software status reports required for configuration management, the
other being-the change status report. The two should be issued concurrently.
Together, they present information which nermits users and managers to monitor
the status of documents, events, and changes. They also lend themselves to
cross-checking for consistency with each other, as well as for consistency with
such other sources as ECPs and version description documents. A major listinction to be kept in mind is that the change status report is concerned with ECPs,
directly,-whereas the index reports- the status of individual documents,
Both the index and change status report have been "automated" in some past
system programs,, in that they have been issued as computer printouts of status
data stored on tape. However, manual preparation may often be more costeffective, particularly during early stages of a program. Neither "eIporlt, involves computations orother complex data manipulation. Both do involve:
*

Establishing orderly files of status data, organized into identifiable
records.

9 Updating the files selectively--i.e., adding, replacing, or deleting data.
* Provisions for audit--i.e., verifying the data updates with respect to
such factors as timing, source, and accuracy.
* Selective retrieval and printing of the data in required reporting formats.

-The

purpose of the index is to provide a record of specifications and other
maintainable documents issued to support the development and use of a computer
program configuration item. Its principal direct functions are to (a)report
the basic issue or any complete revision of each maintainable document and
(b)regularly report the current status of each with respect to subsequent
modifications resulting from approved EQCPs. To support those functions, it
also identifies approved ECPs which will affect each document, but for which
modifications to the document have not yet been issued. Additionally, it
contains a one-page, summary record of the dates on which developmental milestones for the CPCI are scheduled and accomplished.
Information provided in the index has proved to have important uses for the
responsible developers as well as to the program office and participating
agencies. Its full significance is often not apparent during early stages of
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a program, since its content does not begin to expand appreciably until after
the documents reported on have been formally issued. However, experiene has
been that users become increasingly dependent on its status information .as the
programprogresses. Perhaps.equally important is the fact that a developer's
ability to issue the index., adequately, presupposes that he has effective
working procedures for generating the subject documents, processing and repo6rting change proposals, maintaining t"e-oc ments to reflect the approved charges,
and maintaining accurate records of document, CPCI, and change status--all as
integrated parts of his software management effort.
Unfortunately,. proper implementation of the index has been, handicapped in,recent years' -by-the fact that the MIL-STD-483 instructions are subjectto certain
conflicting interpretations. The problem, summarized very briefly, is that
they appear to require the ,Paf1 of each major section to perform functions
which are not readily compatible with some of the stated objectives -for its
organization and content.* It is hoped that those discrepancies will be
resolved in a forthcoming revision of the standard, aitig lines suggested by
the treatment herein. As interim measures, it is recommended that POs- consider:
*-Using. CDRL backup instructions similar to those illustrated in Figures
5-4 and 5:5 below, to clarify the DID (DI-E-3122).
v Making associated changes to the DID for' the change status report
(DI-E-3123), to clarify its coverage and add other requirements outlined in 5.3 below.
Thus, the description of the index provided herein assumes those modifications
to the instructions for paragraph 80.10.4.1 of MIL-STD-483 and its associated
Figure-13. An other respects, it is consistent with the instructions as
written.

5.2.1

Organization and Timing

A specific format for the configuration index is not mandatory, and formats
can be expected to vary. The required general organization includes a title
page, table of contents, and the following series of sections:

*For a further discussion of the questions which have been raised about this
area, see 7.1
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F!
L

,

'Section A
Section I
Section II
Sec io - III
Section IV
Section V
Section JT

-

CPCI
CPCI
CPCI
CPCI

-

Manuals
Version Description Document

*-

Development Record
Development Specification
Product Specification
Test Plan/Procedures/Reports

Handbooks

When the given developer is responsible for a group of related CPCIs, consider.
ation should be given to the option of preparing- one index for the group as a
whole:s Thtt--cpt.16.has-crain advahties when some rvqnuals or hendbboks tend
to be related to. the group rather than one-to-one with individual CPCIs. In
.that case, a suitable arrangement is to group all other sections by individual
CPCI,. in order-, and to provide a-common Section IV and/or V at the end.

The requirement is to initiate the index within 30 days following the date of
basic issue of the Part I specification for the CPCI being reported. It is
issued periodically (as specified in the CDRL, novrnally each innth) thereafter.
The initial issue for a single CPCI will typically consist of only four pages
--namely, the title page, table of content5, Section A, and Section 1. The
report expands in size, as a joint function of ECPs and the addition of other
sections, as the development phase proceeds.

5.2.2

Preparation of Sections

Samples illustrating the forms in which information can be provided in some of
the sections are shown in Figures 5-2 thro'aigh 5-7. Except for instructions
pertaining to the Part 1 of Sections I thrugh VI, as mentioned above, the
minimum preparation requirements as descreibied in Appendix VIII of MIL-STD-483
are generally self-explanatory. Again, however, internal policies and procedures should be carefully formulated and documented by the developer. Some
questions can be encountered which may have to be resolved by the program
office, particularly if the program involves multiple software developers.
As examples:
*

The listing of each document or volume generally begins with its basic
issue, but some exceptions may be indicated. F6r example, manuals and
handbooks are often issued and formally delivered for use during system
fT&F in "draft" nr nrplininary fnrm.

Tf FPN affpc.tinn thnqp arp likply

to be implemented in the interim, the record of those draft issues and
their modifications should be reported in the index.
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a

s' The listing of prior SCNs/ECPs to a specification is normally deleted when a
complefe revision is issued. If the revision incorporates any ECPs For
which SCNs were not previously issued, however, the SCN contained in the
revision itself (see 5.1 3 above) should be shown, jgjnning with the'fist
issue of the index in which the revision is listed t6-replace the basic
issue (or ecirlier revision if that should'everoccur). Similar rules
can apply to non-specifications.
Although alterations in content of the index from month to month tend to
be only partial, each successive issue should be a complete reissue rather
than a change-pageupdate. The exception is that if no c!i"nge occurs
during a given report period, a one-page negative report can be substituted.

5.3

CHANGE STATUS-REPORT

The change status report is a periodic report which lists, and summarizes
current status for, ECPs pertaining to CPCIs for which a given prime or associate contractor is responsible. It is supplementary to the configuration
index. It is initiated following initiation of the given contractor's first
ECP to the al'locited baseline arfd'is ,published concurrent.y with the index
thereafter, usuaffly at monthly intervals.
The direct function of the change status repor" is to disseminate information
relating to the status of all ECPs which are active at a given time--i.e.,
which are in varying stages of preparation, processing, or implementation.
Each ECP is entered in the report following assignment of a number to its
preparation, and continues to appear in the report for at least one issue
following either (a)disapproval by the procuring activity CCB 6- (b),completion of its imlemet.tation.
Instructions provided for the change status report in MIL-STD-483 are relatively clear as regards minimum requirements.* The description below incorporates all of those minimum requirements, but expands on t.em in two ways:
(a) Whereas the basic des:ription of the report in MIL-STD-48. is presented
fo "a CPCI", the description below outlines the common practice of requiring
one report per contractor. (b) It includes certain related and additional
features which would also have to be specified via CDRL backup instructions
if desired for a given program; those are:
*The title of paragraph 80.11 should be "Change statuc report" instead of
"Change status listing". However, that error can usually be detected because of its conflict with the text and the title of the DID (DI-E-3123).
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* A title page.
Identification of CPCI numbers in Section I.
9 Identification of related ECPs across contractors in Section I.
}Inclusion ol the CPCI number and a summary document update schedule as
part of the c..immary status data reported for each ECP in Section II.
Although not specified, a t'tle page should be provided containing information
equivalent to that required for the configuration index (paragraph 80.10.2 of
MIL-STD-483). When prepared on a one-per-contractor basis rather than for a
single CPCI, the title page should identify all CPCIs for which ECP status
information is being reported. Additionally, the report consists of two major
sections:
Section I. -Change Status Listing
Section II. Change Status Summary

5.3.1 Sectiop I. Section I consists of a listing of all current ECPs by ECP
number,-RPI--iuber, ECP title, status indicator, and comment (optional). If
the list becomes extensive it may require more than one page. The legend for
status indicators must appear in a convenient location on the first page.
Referring
to the sample
datapreparing
shown inthis
Figure
5-8, points
considered in
the contractor's
rules for
section
include tothebe following:
* Each ECP number may consist of its base sequence number, a dash number
(for related ECPs), a revision element, and a correction element. Numbers
listed in Section I should contain at least the first three of those elements, where they have a vAlue. ECPs are listed in Section I in order of
their base number, and in order of dash number within a given base tumber.
*

Considering various contingencies, specific rules are needed for the use
of status indicators. For example:
P is the entry for afl ECP at the time it is first listed unless preparation
aind submittal have both occuried during the reporting period. If coordination with other contractors is required following actual preparation but
prior to subnittal, the "P" is retaintd until submittal has occurred.
S applies only if the report is issued after submittal but prior to notifica1i-n of the procuring activity's CCB action.
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A applies for all issues following notification of CC8 approval-, up to
Triot including) the first issue after implementation of the ECP is complete.
X-applies for'all issues following notification of a deferral actioh by the
B until another action has been taken.
I applies for one issue only, after implementation is complete.
the ECP is deleted from the listing.
*

Thereafter,

Section I should identify each ECP which either (a) impacts anothe contractor's configuration ttiem(s) or (2) is caused by impact of another'contractor's ECP. (Examples are indicated'by the asterisked commentsJiI F;gu,'e.
5-8.) Reporting of other-contractor ECPs is feasible when confined to
Section I, at the level indicated. Further data pertaining tolindividual
ECPs--e.g., with respect to the statuD of impacted documents--should be
available in the Section II of the status report issued by each fesponsible contractor.

5.3.2 Section II. The second section contains a brief status summary in
narrdtive or other suitable form for each ECP listed in Section I. Figure 5-9
illustrates the elements of information, which should normally not require
more than one page per ECP. Considerations pertaining to two of the elements,
which were mentioned above as requiring backup CDRL instructions if needed in
a: given program, are a3 follows:
Identification of the CPCI is not called for in MIL-STD-483, but is
pertinent when the contractor preparing the report is responsible for
more than one developmentil CPCI.
The listing of scheduled vs. actoal ,ipdates of impact documents provides a
direct indicator of implementation status for approveJ ECPs, since computer
program changes are fully implemented, in effect, when those updates are
complete. The need for a listing of that general nature is recognized in
MIL-STD-483, but the requirement was mistakenly imposed on the configuration index (Figure 13). Moving the requirement to this section of the
change status report' in conjunction with the requirement to identify
other-contractor related ECPs in Section I, makes it feasible to realize
two aspects of the apparent Figure 13 intent, namely: t
t
orack
ECP
implementation ,tatus both across impact documents and across contractors.
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5.4 VERSON -DESCRIPTION DCCUMENT (VDD)
the version description document is a document prepared t.oaccompany the
,dlivery of a CPCI or of CPCI.changes.. It identifies the items delivered and
records additional data relating ,othe CPCI'st*,js and usage. Its functions
are:
9 To provide field personnel with necessary information and instructions
pertainifig to the delivered version or interim change; and
,To provide configuration ,ianagement with a record that permits identifying
the'_eact .configuration of the CPCT Which is approved, for use at the time

Kof

delivery.

5.4A1

Definitions andGeneral Policy

A version is the actual configuration of a CPC1 which is introduced at a given
time for installation and test or operation into the system in the form of a
.agnetic tape, disc, card deck, or other. F'new version is created: (a)when
a newly developed item is prepared for its first formal delivery; or (b)whenever the CPCI' is completely ,L'z ssembled to contain all Class I and Class II
changes accomplished since the preceding version.
An interi, version occurs when a Class I change i_ introduced into an existing
versionthrough delivery of partial changes to tle code, short of complete
reassembly ana delivery of a new tape or card deck.
Versions and interim versions are prepared by the developer (or, later by the
responsible computer programming support center for the system) in the form
of a master tape/deck frc.i3which duplicates are made for delivery to test or
operating locations. !.LC systems, capabili.ties also frequently exist at
each site to make further duplicates and to alter the configuration for
various tes" or operating purposes. However, thQse alterations do not constitute ncv versions or interim versions; the latter are issi-ed ocily by the
(or other center), where configuration management functions are
maintained centrally for the system. Certain aspects 0 that situation pertaining to the system DT&E site are discussed further in the next section
(Section 6'. In generai it should be noted that:

[eveloper
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9, The controls in effect at a test or operating locatJon, are local controls

for which a test direct'r or site comunander is likely to have primary
resp6nsibility. Although provisions are normal'ly made for ffeccivE interaction'with -centralized technical, data,. and configuration management
functions:, the lo aT Air Force controls arc likely to be matters over which
the developer-s configuratlon manager, for example; h~s Aittle or no jurisdiction.

s AFSCM/AF'.CM 375-7 contains the general provision that Class II changes may
be incovpoated into the CPCI as° they occtur. Such alterati'ns do not
cdnstitute new versions or interiai-yersions requirirg the, preparatior -of
a VDLj although each ,new version/interim version iUsued to incorporate one
or more Class I changes must also include all Class II changes that have
occurred since-the.preceding version.
Strictly speaking, "Class, II changeSg" incorporated at a field''l6cation and
then reported to the computer programing, center. (developer) 'should be
regarded as authorizeJ deviations, rather than as changes, until such time
as they berdme inc'rpbrated irto approved SCNs to'ithe specificationi.
Depending on circumstances, they may have to be altered to reconcile
discrepancies among sites, or may be outdated by upcoming Class I changes
to thi affected porti.-ns of code, before being formally processed as
changes.

5.4.2 Njmbering Version3 and VDDs
Versions of a CP"I are numbered consecutively, normally begianing with "l".for
the version delivered for audit at PCA. Interim versions are identified by
attaching a letter , to the number of the current version, in alphabetical.
sequence ?or succqssive interim versions; for example, Version 3B represents
the second interim change to the third complete version of the 'CPCI.
The number of the VDD corresponds with the number'of the .versiorn or interim
version which it accompanies, but preceded by "VOD-,"; for example, the VDD
for Version 1A is,.VDD-lA.
5.4.3

Preparation and Content

Additional requirements for identi,-'ication data to be contained on the titlepage of i VDD are set forth in pa.ragraph.80.12.1.l of MIL-STD-483. Instructions provided for the VDD contents (para. 80.12.1.2) are relatively clear as
written, covering he ten sections listed and summarized briefly here in
Figure 5-10. Note that:
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VERSION DESCRIOTION DOCUMENT

J

a.~FMR
I f OF01

:1'

MLS RLEASED

qALst-bUall lt.s
awt*dk~
verioe rer.
b.rqqid-red*to

(tapes, crrdd, diacs):,cotiered by -the VDD, by dcl
All re~sted release

documenta for support items

operate, load, or relgemarate the released dCC. I

b6IX"MTORY OF dCt CONTENTS
'[List of all compuJter program instructions and data content risaged.]

c.CLASS -II CHANGES INSTALLED

(Number, title, and issue date of each Class I-ICR; -related SCH
numbais and Issue dates.]
d.

CLASS I QAMGES INSTALLED
[Number, title, and issue date of each ECP; related SCH numbers and
Ls"u datas.]

a. ADAPTATION DATA
[When applicable: Identification of all unique-to-site (or mission)
data zontained int the item relearsd. I

*

f, INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
[Identification of other systemslClsldrdls affected by incorporated
changes, and present sotatus.]

513RILOCRAPIY OF REFERENCE DOCUHENTS
(lasting of all pertinent documentation.]

h* OPERATIONAL. DESCRIPTIO)N
(Operational effects of Class I and II changes incorporated.]

IINSTALLATION INSTRUCTINSofpblmroltn.

ii

(Methods to Install and checkout the deliverea version.]

rbemr
;ilsfrfrte etn;stt
J.[WS1BEed

LM

N

NWNMO.

* The informationwpertaining to Class II and Class I changes (sections c and
d_),i not requix d for the first VDD (VDD-l).

1

*

The adaptation :data information (section e) applies only to those CPCIs for
which a part of the fixed data base consists of data values that very among
individual .site locitionls, or perhaps for different missions. The configurations at individual sites are normally identified as types within a
single CPCI (see 2.3). Depending on the system, changes to the adaptation
data may be incorporated into a new version- either prior to delivery or at
the time of field installatiun.

* The bibliography of reference documents (section q_)is not reqluired for
interim versions.
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SECTION 6. CONTROL DURI9

.

SYSTEM DT&E

Precedine sections have addressed configuration management requirement. and
procedues as they apply during develofmeht, and as they involve relationships which 'are-largely confined to the developer and procuring activity.
Beyond the time of PCA, additional factors come into play which must be taken
into account in the planning and management of each program, but for which
guidance provided in the standards is relative'y sparse. One reason for tflat
sparsity is the fact that circumstances vary widely in different program with
respect to such factors as responsibilities, locations, and initial conditions.
This section describes how configuration management has been carried out during
the system test period in a limite, number oF past system programs, in order
to illustrate the nature of questions that can be encountered. Assumptins
are identified whfich dan af'rect how, or whethcr, the practices described nay
be relevant to other programs.
The existence of a system test location, together with a test organization
which is responsible for controlling and conducting the test operations, is
the primary source of additional factors to be taken into account. That
expanded situation is illustrated in summary outline in Figure 6-1. It is
al-o a potential prototype for the operational phase, in tFat one or more
operational sites-may have relationship. to a centralized CCB and computer
program support agency similar to those described below foi the system test
site.

6.1

ASSUMED INITIAL CONDITIONS

The period in question is the period of system DT&E, which begins following
installation and checkout and continues until about the point of system +urnover and transfer. For purposes of this description, the basic assumption is
made that practices described in preLeding sect4 ons of this guidebook have
been implemented, and that the development of the major mission CPCI(s) has
been accomplished with reasonable success. Additionally:
a The original developer remains on contract throilgh te system DT&F
period, in nart to perfnrm on-site support to the system test activity.
* CPCI qualificatirr has been completed, with the possible exceptlor of a
few requirements which can be verified only in the full system environment.

lob

* The Part HI specification h~s been completed and verified for a~curacy/
comipleteness as the as-bu-ilt. d.escription -of the (conditionally-qualified)
CPCI. PCA has been accc-iplished, but:
a. The developer continues to be responsible for completing qualification, posbibly via subsequent formal qualification review (FQR).
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b. The developer may also be responsible for, and in the proc~ss of,
implementing ECPs for new requirements not incorporated in the
initial CPCI vLursion.
*Formal configuration control is maintained by t,.e program office CCB; and
the developer continues to implement configuration mandgement procedures
at his home plant to maintain normal contrul and status rm'oorting. Those
pt oc,!dures include:
a.

Foyinal rrcpssiing and/or reportin4 of Class iand Class HI changes.

l0b

b. Specification maintenance to reflect all changes.
c. Maintenance of related documents to reflect impact of approved
changes to the CPCI/specification.
d. Periodic reporting of status for ECPs and maintainable documents.
e. Delivery of new, CCB-approved CPCI versions and accompanying VDDs
in accordance with established criteria.

6.2

ON-SITE CONTROL AND SUPPORT

On-site control is exercised by the designated authority at the test location,
i.a., the test director. Although the test director is likely to be a member
of the program office CCB, his activities in that on-site role are separate
from those of the CCB as such. His on-site controls should be subject to
verification by the CCB; however, he should have the authority and capabilities
to take advantage of the inherent flexibility F software to support the test
operations, within reasonable limits. For example, he should be able to
authorize test deviations* ,eeded to keep the CPCI in operating order as the
testing progresses, or to create a desired new test condition, or to evaluate
temporary fixes for difficulties encountered.
Thus, the CPCI in actual use at the site may consist of one or more "test
versions". A test version is an altered copy of the current approved version.
As the testing progresces, a'ditional copies may be made to contain successive
test alterations and are identified by supplementary letters, numbers, dates,
and/or times to permit linking the CPCI configuration actually used with
idividual test operations.
The test director is responsible for instituting measures to control the handling and storage of CPCI test versions and their operation in the computer
-including, for example, measures to assure that only authorized fixes are
inserted and that records are kept to permit verifying the exact configuration
oa the CFCI at the time of each test.
Technical computer programming support is available on-site to perform such
functions as:
*The term "deviation" is used here in a general sense, referring to a departure of the item configuration from its approved specification. A deviation
becomes a change when a corresponding change is made to the specification.
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o Operating Support.

Handling, loading, and operation of the CPCI.

*

Trouble-Shooting. Diagnosis of malfunctions or undesirable CPCI or
system performance.

*

FixinR. Designing, coding, and inserting error corrections or other
alterations for test and evaluation.

e Analysis and Reporting. Based on the results of:test and evaluation,
formulating recommendations and reporting to the developer's configuration manager:
a. Class II Changes - e.g., error corrections made and to be retained
in the on-site version, reported via draft (recommended) Class II
CRs to the home plant.
b. Class I Changes - preparation of the basic technical content of ECPs
proposing significant redesigns to be inco-porated in a new version
or interim version of the CPCI when processed by the developer and
approved by the program office CCB.
c. Problems or deficiencies requiring study, analysis, or implementing
capabilities exceeding the on-rite resources.

6.3 SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS
In that augmented working environment, the complications are ones which affect
principally the technical dnd test activities. Reports of problems and change
proposals received from the field are first screened by system and software
engineering personnel at the developer's home plant before formal processing
of changes is initiated; the processing of changes then continues to occur as
described above in Sections 4 and 5. If ECPs previously directed by the CCB
are in process of being implemented, draft Class I or Class II changes input
from the field must be reconciled with those before being converted into
formal ECPs or CRs for submittal to the program office. For example, the
affected portions of rode may be uadergoing a complete redesign in the upcoi'ing
new version of the CPI.
The developer's configuration management ac4ivity is necessarily expanded to
keep track of deficiency reports and draft change proposals input from the
field, to assure their proper disposition. 3pecial forms and processing
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procedures for handling the field inputs have been worked out and used extensively in a number of individual system programs; but uniform requirements in
that area have not yet found their way into the DoD/Air Force standards for
general use--agaln, largely because the circumstances and organizational
relationships tend to vary widely.

"!

j

Whatever those complications, however, their principal effect on the developer's
configuration manager is to introduce additional sources of original require-

ments leading to the initiation of proposals or reports of Class I and Class II
changes. His principal concern continues to be with centralized control of the
CPCI specification and the related status keeping/reporting procedures described
in earlier sections of this guidebook.

i
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SECTION 7. NOTES

This section is devoted to a few nutes which respond to selected questions
raised by reviewers of this guidebook in its draft form. The notes refer to
separate topics covered in various earlier sections, and are not necessarily
related. The few notes collected together to form this special section are
ones which are either too lengthy ts De inserted elsewhere in the form of
footnotes, or whose content tends to be peripheral to the orientation and
e.iphasis of those topics as tey are presented in the basic text.

7.1

COMPUTER PROGRAMS AS DATA vs. Cis

In discussing considerations which led to computer programs being classified
as configuration items for purposes of acquisition management, the statement
is made in the text that a computer program is intrinsically an item of data
(1.4). Elsewhere in the text, various differences are identified in objectives and \appropriate procedures for managing computer programs as compared
with equipment CIs. This note is written to further interrelate thosc two
joints, and to suggest that they can provide, jointly, an improved insight
into a number of prevalent questions and problems.
"Data", in this particular context, refers to reports, forms, manuals, specifications, and other items of the classes which are acquired via CDRLs. Data
management practices in DoD recognize that those are not confined to items
written or printed on paper; they include any information recorded in suitable
form on any sLitable medium, such as film, photographic paper, magnetic paper
or tape, and in digital or analog form.
When the practile of using 001.s was initiated at ESD (1964), a number of
newly-appointel data managers using the form as a retrofit to on-going programs included computer programs as promlent items of data in their first
listings, before learning that the practicewas inconsistent with AFSCs
recent (at that time) decision to manage computer programs as configuration
items. That parcicular "misurderstandlng" remained corrected until late 1974,
when a revision of the ASPR appeared requiring thfat "computer softwdre" be
listed cn CDRLs as a measu-e to protect the Government's rights in data
(Defense Procurement rircular 74-3, November 1974). Recognizing the inconsistency, AFSC initiated an attempt to have the ASPR committee reverse its
decision, but at the same time developed the current workaround orocedure of
requiring computer programs to be listed in brth the contract schedule (as
for hardware deliverables) and the CDRL.

F
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As regards data rights, the ASPR appears to have a basis fn legal decisions
which have been reached in detarmining whether computer programs are things
to be copyrighted and/or patented. The rulings that..have been made tend to
favor treating computer program more like data than like hardware.
In the context of system acquisition mnagement, data items are distinguishd
from equipment items partly because of intrinsic differences in their physical nature, but more directly because of derived differences in the typical
requirements for realistic and effective management of their acquisition and
support. As examples:
* Most data items can be adequately specified by a generalized DID, together
with a few specific instructions, whereas an adequate specification for an
equipment item typically invoives an extended process of analysis, design,
fabrication, and testing.
e Many data items are required as basicaily only "one-of-a-kind". But if
a given data item is needed in quantity, it can be printed or otherwise
duplicated on a general-purpose machina (e.g., a printing press). Equipment items are normally procured in quantity; and the "duplication" of
units requires a special-purpose, normally costly, manufacturing c4pability.
* Considerations in such areas as reliability and maintainability are normally significant for equipment items, since equipment typically degrades
through use and fi.tors of environment. While recording media can alko
wear out, they are relatively easy to replace; and the substantive information contents of a data item are not subject to the same factors of
undesirable change.
* Equipment items in military systems typiLally requiru provisions for their
operation in the field, e.g., in the form of fuel, electr.:al powfr, nr
ammunition. No similar requirements exist for data items.
That list of differences could obviously be expanded, and could also include
many ways in which indicated approaches to managing equipment and data items
are similar--independently of any considerations specific to computer programs.
The reasons outlined in the text for classifying computer programs as configuratio.i items (1.4) are that some significant management requirements for computer programs are more like -- ose typically suited to equipment than to data
items, with respect to selected requirements which are normally different for
those two classes of items. But it should be noted that the comparison did
not extend to cover many ways in whihh the reverse decision might be indicated.
Among the few comparisons listed above, for example, it may be observed that
computer programs share much more in common with data than with equipment.

~
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Although account was clearly taken of the above points in the course of AFSC's
initial development of policy for configuration management of computer programs,* many of their implications for related areas of acquisition management
have not been further explored and documented. In the absence of more positive
guidance to the contrary, the decision to manage computer programs as configuration items is often assumed to be synonymous with the decision to manage them
as equipment. There are many ways, however, in which POs may find the opposite
assumption to be more productive. The tendency of computer programs to exhibit
their basic character as data can be discerne , for example, in some of the
differences in specification roles outlined previously, in 3.6 of the text.
More generally: Attempts to apply pv,_-Ares based on established hardware
practice in such areas as production, logistic support, maintainability, and
reliability typically lead to confusion, debates, and/or misunderstandings.
Much of the confusion tends to disappear when it is fully understood that those
concepts apply (rather, fail to apply) to software in essentially the same
manner that they would to a techalcal manual, and fc" the same reasons.

7.2

"SOFTVARE" AND THE DoD DIRECTIVE

Among many examples of the "Jargon and mystique" which have been said to
characterize sectors of the software comunity for the past two decades, the
term "software" itself is perhaps one of the best known. Like others, it is
a term borrowe.d from outside of that context, defned to suit the initial
borrower's purpose, disseminated widely--and frequent1i" redefined to meet
other purposes of new users. Definitions which the author has encountered
(some formal, some implied by use), include the following:
* Deliverable contractor data, such as handbooks, manuals, formal reports,
and engineering drawings--as opposed to deliverable hardware. This is
probably the origi.nal use of the term, adopted by aerospace industries in
the early 1950s. It is still widely used with that meaning. A curious
carryover to the environment in whirh computer programs are also being
managed basically as configuration items (like hardware) occurs in the
current Appendix F to AFR 65-3, in the statement, "...software dssociated
with computer programs will be managed in accordance with AFR 8-2...".
* Special support computer programs developed by a computer manufacturer
and provided with sale and delivery of the computer. This ib probably
its first use in the AJP cummunity--the "door opener".

*See the discussion in paragraph 1-36, "Computer Program vs. Equipment CIs",
of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7.
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* AItlmter progrmi (the u.e adopted in this guidebook, to conform with
'th
tle and intent of this guidebook series as a whole).
*

tr

programs plus their documentation (e.g., in the Army's NIL-S-52779).

0 All computer programs, plus el1 products associated therewith, including
dcumentation and the computer itself.
9 All efforts and products supplied by a computer programmirg contractor, including deliverable documentation, training, support, and other services
in addition to the computer programs.

7.2.1

Air Force Practice

Most of the coverage specific to computer programs contained in current Air
Force standards derives from a project which was initiated by ESD in 1964
and directed by a special committee formed for the purpose. Although the
committee started with the title, "ESD Software Managcment Committee", it
undertook a study of that term as its first task; and the result was to bar
its further use in the project. One significant longer-term effect of that
decision is that "software" still does not appear in such current documents
as AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7, MIL-STD-483, Air Force DIDs for computer program data
items, AFR 65-3 (except for the anomalrpts use noted above, in Appendix F),
or in either volume of AFR 800-14.
It is of some interest that the ESD committee took that course rather than
attempting to construct its own definition--and to their credit, in the
author's opinion, since the ability'of any one Government agency to have real
success in overcoming a diversity that well entrenched is inherently limited.
In cuntrast, there was no handicap of similar magr;itude attached to the use
of the term "computer program". In defining the latter, the following two
points -ceived attention:
e To avoid confusion, Acomputer program is not referred to in official documents as simply a "program", since "program" no.,mally refers to the sy.ter
program, in the contbxt of Air Force system acquisitions.
* A computer program consists basically of computer instructions, but also
includes those data values whch are coded and contained in the item at
the time of its delivery. This point is not only consistent with generally
accepted practice; it is a signiricant aspect of tue definition for purposes of acquisition and control.
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Those points, Ire reflected in the Air Force standards, including the Joint

Services *reOu*Mton (AFR 65-3), and in explanations/defi ni tions provided in
tis

guidebook (1.6.1' and the glossary).

Y.2.2

Recent Elements of Confusion

The,piesent DoD Di-ective 5000.9-9 (April "1976) uses end defines the related
terms: computer software, computer data, computer program, and software
engineering. It has been brought to the aiuthor's attention that those definitions can be interpreted to be in conflict with the definitions provided in
this guidebook For both "software" and "computer program". A careful reading
of the directive confirms that: (a) both the definitions and uses of those
terms in DoOD 5000.29 are indeed sufficiently loose that their real intent is
ambiguous in a nrimber of respects; and (b) they may well prove to be In signt.
ficant conflict with established Air Force practice. Specifically:
*

"Computer software" is defined as a combination of computer programs and
computer data.

*

"Computer program" is defined in its normally accepted meaning, including
familiar examples, except that coded data values are not explicitly identified as being a partofthe content, which consists of "instructions or
statements".

*

"Computer data" is dfined as "basic elements of information used Ly
computer equipment in responding to a computer program".

* "Software engineering" is defined, in essence, as engineering of computer
software.
Thus, the confusion introduced by those words consists jointly of some basic
ambiguity and 3ome potential conflicts with widespread practice. Summarized
very briefly, those include the following:
e

The interpretation can clearly ue made that: a computer program consists
sclely of the computer instructions; all data invo'ved in the computer
program operation are classified separately as computer data; and cOi, 'ter
software is the combination of computer programs and computer data. The
further interpretation can be made that "computer software" dir:-ctly replaces the term "computer program(s)" for purposes of acquisition management in defense systems. (Ifthis interpretation is really intended, and
were to be officially accepted by the Air rarce, it would impact not only
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this guide'-,o$but alsc the spectrut, o. current Air Fnr e standards govern-^
ng quisition management of cumputer programs; it could be debated
whet r such an extensive and time-consuming charge would even be feasible
to accomplish.)
e In the absence of posi'.ive statements in DoDD 5000.29 to the contrry, however, it can also be argued that the terms "computer program", "computer
software", and simply "software" are all really intended to be interchange615e; for examlles, note the directive's uscs of those terms in paragraphs
V,, VD,3, V E, V,F, and VG%
e The, intent with respect to "computer data" is obecure by virtue of both
its brief defin~ition and the absence of references to it in'the directive's
content. One possible interpretation is that it refers onV to live $nputs,
as opposed to data values coded and inserted into a computer program prior
to its operation; others arq also possible.* The directive's expressed
purpose is to spell out policy for the acquisition management of computer
resourcus in defense system. Coded data associated with computer programs
pobe certain real questions, since: some can be included in a computer
program at the time of its delivery; some can be input for processing
during operation; and still others can be procured separately (see 1.6.1).
But those distinctins and their implications for acquisition management
rolicy are not addressed.
Hence, it seems clear that various interpretations of those terms can be made
and defended. With rerard to the "real" intent of the people who formulated
and coordinated the directive (involving numerous inevitable compromises on
p.ints of issue), one can speculate that "software" may have been deliberately
choseis to serve I ts traditional function of suggesting whatever each affected
reader might wish to believe.

*

7.2.3 Summary
To the author's "nowledge, no Air Force action has yet been taken to rule on
the applicabilitv of DoDD 5000.29 to Air Force procurements. Until such action
may be taken, provisions of the directive which are not presently covered in
Air
Force reg'ilations
not legally
affect ofAirDoDD
ForcL
activities. It sl~ould orbe other
noted documents
that the do
substantive
policies
5000.29
ii

were anticipated and a.e already zovered in AFR 800-14. Since the definitions
outlined
above could have
serious
impact
on Airthat
Force
depending on interpretations
), it
is to be
expected
any practice
ruling on(again,
their specific
applicability will be preceded by carefu, study.
*For example, see p. 171 of ESD-TR-76-159 (Schoeffel, W.L.).
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In the interim, t1 definition of a comptter progfam provid.d in the current
Air Force and DoD standards for configuration managemeot is the only definition which can reasonably be accepted and used in this guidebook. That definition will continue t, govern both Air Force PO's and tL.eir contractors until
such :ire as it may be changed in the standards, specifically, and further
reflEzted in the specified requirements of individual system contracts.

7.3

SYSTEM SEGMENTS

The purpose of this note is to provide a few comments on the meaning and uses
of "system se-ment", to supplement the brief treatment of this topic made in
3.1.1 of the text. Like the configuratiun management standards, this guidebook confines its-.coverage of-that topic to its implications for corfiguration
management rocedures. However, questions have beei. raised about the system
sugment con(.ept with respect to its system e.agineering and procurement aspects,
for which corresponding coverage in current regulations, specifications, and
standards is relatively sparse.
A system segment is defined as a discrete package of system requirements for
which responsibility is assigned to one contractor or Government agency (see
9.1). Instructions for preparing a system specification provided in Appendix
I of MIL-STD-490 do not include any reference to system segments, but use the
term "functional area" instead. As described in 3.1.1 of the text herein,
Appendix III of MIL-STD-483 provides the instruction to substitute system
segments for functional areas in the general volume of the system specification, in the special case where it has been decided to prepare separate
volumes for individual segments.
To the author's knowledge, however, direct answers are not provided in any of
the current standards to such question. ds: whether system segments should be
substitu'ad for functional areas when the system specification is prepared as
a single volume; whether there is any difference between a system segment and
functional area other than the-label; anu whether, when system segments are
identified, they are necessarily assigned to separate contractors or Government agencies. Some of the known considerations which can e brr'ight to b~ar
on those questions, together with s.me of the author's opinions, are summarized
briefly as follows:
s The system segment concept is derived from the concept of subsystems, which
in turn is hased on the normal need to break down a complex system into a
n2xt-lower level of assembly before reaching the highest level which is
appropriate for breaking out individual configuration items of hardware
and software (i.e., items of "defense materiel", as opposed to people and
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,other system elements). The original purpose of the system segment concept
Vi" tolqoate c." systemengineers responsible for generating system design
tljrequirement t :take into account program management as well as technical
cosiderations inhri ing at that first-level breakout. Specifically, it
intwuces te requirement that each major piece be defineJ in such a way
that ressnIbllity for its development can be assigned to a single organization.

e

Ithas been observed that the munagement priiciple involved is basic to
more than just that first level. It is also reflected explicitly at the
next-lower level, thrqgh the requirement *hat a CI be technically identifhi4d as tomethng which can be assigned to a single organization. In an
orderly management scheme, the same principle'will be extended to successively-lower levels, perhaps down to the point at which responsibility for
the smallest piece can be assigned to one prson. The general objective
is-to achieve a structure of technical design (generation breakdown; sc.)
3.1.4) which can be readi;y correlated with contracts, specifications, work
tasks, organizations and organizational levels, technical documentation,
supervision, budgets and cost accounts, etc., from top to bottom.
Some brief history is reevant to this topic. Appendix I of MIL-STD-490
is based directly on Exhibit I of the fomer AFSC Manual 375-I.* The
most noticeable differences between the tmo are that (a) some of the Air
Force terms were changed in the course of DoD coordination, and (b)muth
of the explanatory guidance disappeared--including the wealth of associated
guidance in its companion manual for system engineering management, AFSCM
375-5. With regard to the point in question: The 1964 issue of AFSCM
376-1 introduced the term "syste.m iegment" as a replacement for "s:bsystem",
explaini-g-that the two terms were basically interchangeable if a subsystem
is defined with a view to its organizational inplications. In preparing
MIL-STD-490, the DoD committee arrived at the term "functional area" as a
di rect replacement for "system segment".

9 Requirements tat forth Jointly in MIL-STD-490 and MIL-STD-483 for tpecifying functional areas are effectively tY, same as they were previously
for system segments in such significant areas as: allocations of system
functions, identificat-on and definitions of inter-functional area interfaces, xi.d identification of Cls contained in each functional area. Thus,
technically, the only difference between functionai areas and system segments is in the label itself.
*The original issue of this manual, in 1962, introduced the term "configura'ion
management" and the concept of uniform specifications (its full title is provided in the earlier footnote, basic paragraph of Section 2). The issue being
referred t here is: AFSCM 3/5-1, "Configuration Management During Defintlon
and Acquisition Phases", 1 June 1964,
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it is not, always readily apparent from the Air rorce definition
aldne,, there has never been a,policy that system segments are necessaril,
assigned ,to separate cort ractbrs.-only that they be identified in sucn a
way that they, can be assigned separately. The approach to contracting
for each system acquisition is based on other criteria. Multiple segments
can be (and have been, perhaps more ofte.. than not) assigned to a single
pri me or associte contractor.
s In t'e absen-ce of ,.ny clear policy statemen.s to the contrary, POs are
free to identify either functional areas or system segments, or both. The
only resttiction which appears to exist is that if system segments are
identified, attention nust be paid to their implTcations tor acquisition
management. In viev, of considerations outlined above, continued observance
of t,,at rule wnuld appear to be the appropriate course for POs to follow,
independently of the label chosen.

7.4 PROBLEMS WITH CHAPTER 2 OF AFR 800-14
Reviewers nave nuted hat tho description of the development and control process for the system specification, provided in 3.2.2 of the text, is discrepant
with statements made in Chapter 2 of AFR 800-14, Volume II. Spe:ificaily, that
cia pter states (para. 2-3) that "the initial system specification" is a product
of the conceptual phase, whereas (para. 2-4) the "au'henticated system specificaj on" is a major product of the validation phase. Taken toqether, the statements indicate that authentication (hence, baselining for configuration control)
does not apply to the initial syatem specification, but only to the specification in its completed form at the end of validation.
The basis for those statements is not known. They disagree with established
practice and Air Force policies stated elsewhere, as well as wi'h the description given in 3.2.2 herein. As examples, the following statemehts are to be
found in oaragraphs 3-5 1.nd 3-7 of AFSCM/AFLCM 375-/-(March 1971):
"When the system specif':ation has been developed to the extent required
to define the Air Force functional requirements for the system, it is
autheticated by the SPD and ,ade directive, in contracted validation
phaqe contracts for all contractors, a. the technical performance base
for
system program. The system specificetion defines the approved
system functional baseline... The authenticated system specIfication
will be included in the request for proposal during the validation
phase... Should the Air Force decide to change or add to the system
specification after the initial issue has been authenticated, the rurmal
ECP procedure... will be followed. This is esseitial in order that
persons concerned with the program, in both Government a.xc industry,
may be kept informed of the exact content of system requirements.
'he
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",....Industry proposals for the validation phase contract and the subsequent
d&sign -and develo^ent contrdct which they prepare and submit auring'the
validation pnase should be responsive to requirements for engineering
control to the negotiated system function3l baseline (system specification).
... All proposed caanges to the system specification will normally be
accuonulated by the contractor during the contracted validation effort and
prepared as a single ECP package for presentation to the Air Force at the
end of the contrartor's validation effort."
Further indiiation that those precepts have not materially changed in recent
years are proviegd it,paragraph 2-21,c of AFSCP 800-3 (April 1976), as
follows:
"Functional Basetine.

The functional baseline (7'rogram requirements

baseli.,e) is established by th- end of the Conceptual Phese. It incl,'ies
broad system performance objectives (in the format of a MIL-STD-490 Type
A specification),... 1he system specification defines the tecinical
portion of the program requirements baseline. The Air Force and OSLO use
this information to evaluate the proposed program and to compare it with
competing programs. After review and approval, this baseli-e is the
basis for the Validation Phase."
The points to be derived from those sourc s vhlch are generally basic +o
established Air Force practice are;
*

The initial system specification is authenticated and baselined, prior
to initiat-ng validatitc, phase contracts.

* The initial system specification defines the s',stem functional baseline,
beginning with its authentication at the outset of a va:idat-on phase.
The system functional baselinL continues to be defined by the initial
system specification plus accrued SCNs resulting from approved ECPs.
The expanded evstenm specitication, at the end of ,alidation, results from
the ECP package generated uring the vallda'ic: phase.
Further study of that particlar chapter of AFR 800-14 (Chapter 2) reveals that
its content is also discrepant in many other ways with accti..ed practice an"
the source documents. For example:

1

*

ParaS.aph 2 ,a state,,in lines 6-l1 that PDR is held "to review ttk
l 3sign against the respective authenticated development
prelimnasy
specification" (a correct statement). Yet, at the very end of thiat sanme
paragraph, it states that preliminary design information 'des'ribed very
ldod,*] y iir,.he, preceding sentence) "should be contained in tn. development
speii iat - Aa~n bcome the basis fo' 'DR of the compute program." (I)
Thelfa-ccd*P
diagram, Figure 2-1, also portrays that latter, common
miscorpti;i.'- (The.actual purpdse,of PDR is not to c-itique the development specificatidoinit is to reView the design approach prorosed to meet
requiremernts of the previously-authenticated development specification.)

* Interfaces'are suposedly "finali~ed" at DR, including interfaces with
) (para. 2-5,b). External interfaces for CPCIs are functional,
personnelY4.V
and should have been finalized prior to PDR; internal interfaces are not
l'!kely t6te finalized until coding and testinq have been accomplished;
human perf6mance requirements are not managed as "ir.terfces".

I

*

Formal .tes:- plans are "initially submitted in preliminary draft form for
review atWDR" (para. 2-5,c). CDR is far too late; initial submission
of-the tesc plan should occur in the validation phase (see Biock 7 of
DI-T-3703), and the updated test plan should be completed shortly after
PDR.
Satisfactory formal testing of a mission CPCI may not be completed until
"completii),n of... OT&E" (para. 2-5,c). A more meaningful statement, in
the acquisition management context, would be that satisfactory qualification of tiie CPCI may not be accomplished until system DT&E. Qualification
has to be accomplished prior to turnover.

Those discrepancies can only be interpreted a- errors, sirce they are inconsistet internally with oth( content of AFR 80U-14 itself as well as with the
,ource docudents which AFR 8.J-14 references freely. Tney suggest thau
Chapter 2 Yray nave failed to receive adcluate review and coordination prior
to being ircorporated into the regulation at the time of its final issue.

7.5 CONFIGURATION INDEX - _.JESTIONS
This note is written to provide a further discussio:n of quest.ons that have
theto
naturc of conflicts
regarding the for
specific
bdn raised instructions
index. contair2d
Its purposeinis
the configuration
MIL-STD-433
record sf.me background factors associat-d with the treatment provided in
MIL-STD-t83, and to clarify reasons for tht approach taken to this topic in
the text (5.2).

A few of the pertinent background facts and circumstances are sunrarized very
briefly as follows:
I
* The basic concepts and content of the configuration index, change status
report, and version description document were developed during the 1950s
for control and status reporting of computer programs in the SAGE system,
prior to the time that "configuration management" became recognized

(initially for system equipment) as an acquisition management discipline.
• Descriptions of the three documents were first disseminated for general
use in the ESC Exhibit EST-l (1966), which was prepared as a computer
program supplument to the 1954 issue of AFS'.M 375-1. Those instructions
were based most directly on the manner ir which the documents were
actually being prepared and used at that time in the BUIC III acquisition.
(However, to avoid incorporating features which might be peculiar to
BUIC III, and to simplify their explanation, the generalized descriptions
in the ESD exhibit were modified in minor ways. For example, the configuration index and change status report were described basically as they
should appear if a contractor happens to be responsible for only one
CPCI--although for both reports, the actual practice in BUIC II, BUIC III,
and SEEK DAWN/818 was to prepare one report per contractor, covering all
CPCIs for which each contractor was responsible.)
a While the basic concept of the index as a periodic report of document
status is relatively simple, once understood, its description can prove
to be awkward, particularly when limited to a bare statement of minimum
requirements. The initial description in ESD Exhibit EST-l, although
considered meaningful and obvious to its authors, proved to be confusir.Lg
to people who had not previously worked with the report--even with the
simplifying assumption of a single CPCI. Neither at that time nor later
was any supporting guidance prepared and disseminated to provide samples,
clarify objectives, or discuss alternatives appropriate to varied
circumstances.

*

e The effort of updating and rearranging the major content of ESD Exhibit
EST-l for incorporation into AFSCM/AFLCM 375-7 and MIL-STD-483 (1969-71)
was carried out largely by a small task force of people who had not had
experience with those computer program status reporting documents, but-as is still characteristically true for configuration management standards-had extensive backgrounds in configuration management practices and
principles for systems/equipment. In addition, they were working under
pressures of limited time, and with limited support.
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In the course of that last event,,-the Itnstructions :for-the index managed to
'retain all of the earlier elements upon which the description provided in 5.2
above is based, but at the same time acquired certain new elements. One new
element-was Sedtton A, the CPCI historical recurd', which serves understandable
functions and-has not-occasioned any problems, to the author's knowledge.
Ignoring for 'the moment the existence of the MIL-STD-483 Figure 13 and associated instructions in paragraph 80.10.4.1, a careful study of the hasic paragraph 80.10 and its first subparagraph, 80.10.1, will reveal that tey still
provide direct' basis for preparirng the Part 1 of each major section in the
mannertdescribed in this guidebook. (Itis not being suggested that those
instructions by themselves are adequate, except for readers wto may recognize
their source, original intent, and/or correspondence with the treatment in
5.2 herein.)
'a

The problems arise in understanding ind reconciling all of the MIL-STD-483
instructions for the index, including Figure 13 and its accompanying instructions ir paragraph 80.10.4.1.* The conflicts become most evident if one
actuall'y attempts that exercise. But, as exam.ples:
e The title of Figure 13 is "Configuration Item Development Record--Section
1, Parts I and II". Why is 'his called a development record, which is the
title of Section A but not of the entir. index? Why is the use of Arabic
and Roman numerals reversed here as compared with the text?
e If this model (noting the Figure 13 content) applies to Sections I and II,
and lists all documents affected by each ECP: What does one do in Sections
III through VI? In fact, what d es one do about the "other documents" in
Section II,including the other specification part (I or II)in each of
those -two secti.ons--dupli.cate them?
s What are the mechanisms by which an integrating contractor obtains this
information from separate associate contractors, when those exist? What
happens to the format when they do not exist?
e Is the listing for the Part I specification initiated in Sectio. I of the
index issue following delivery of its S3N/ECP, or is it withheld until
updates of all impact documents, including related SCNs/ECPs within and/or
across contractors are issued? Is "date of issue" (called for in 80.10)
reported only for the basic issue, and not for any of the SCNs? What is
there to indicate whether the listing which appears in a given issue is
current, or complete with respect to impacted other documents and contractors?
*The first sentence of U,.l0.4.1 references "Figure A" instead of Figure 13;
however, that error is incidental.
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o What are the intended objectives of information to be provided in 4nis

form; who is -Care) the primary intended user(s)?

The author is indebted to Mr. Charles Bashaw, ESD/DRT, for recently shedding
light on the origin and probable intent of those instructions, and for
suggesting some related considerations outlined below.
It was mentioned above that the description of the configuration index provided
in ESD Exhibit EST-1 was only marginally adequate to convey an undcrstanding
of its content, preparation, and functions to people who had not actually
worked with it. In the course of revising that description for inclusion in
MIL-STD-183, it was decided to clarify (and perhaps simplify) it by adding
requirements foi specification maintenance records similar to those set forth
in Appendix VII for equipment specifications. If one compares the descriptions
and figures provided now in both Appendix VII and VIII, it is fairly obvious
that Section A of the configuration index is the direct counterpart of the
equipment CI development record, Part 1 (Fig ires 12 and 8, respectively).
However, a comparison of Figure 13 with Figure 9 indicates that those two are
also the same, basically, except that Figure 13 (a) adds the requirement for
reporting other documents and (b) includes a sample of Part 2 data for the
section. Thus, briefly summarized, Figure 13 clearly represents an attempted
combination of the equipment CI development record, Part 2, with the computer
program configuration index--albeit, a combination in which the elements have
proved to be somewhat incompatible.
In the light of that interpretation, it is pertinent to inquire whether the
computer program status reports provide Information equivalent to that provided in the equipment specification maintenance records, if needed. The
-brief answer to that question is that: All were required in the former ESD
Exhibit EST-1, and are currently required by Appendi VIII of MIL-STD-483
(independently of paragraph 80.10.4.1 and Figure 13), e
for the record
of impact on or by related ECPs across contractors. The aufthor's suggested
addition to the change status report (5.3.1) proviies that one missing element,
if and when a multiple-contractor structure makes it applicable.
However, it appears that one function of the CI development record, Part 2, is
to record the history of SCNs/ECPs in a form suitable to accompany each
specification at the time responsibility for its maintenance is transferred to
the supporting command. While no similar requirement is known to exist for
computer programs (many of which ESO has traditionally transferred to the
using commands), it is conceivable that it might be encountered. If it were,
and in just that form (i.e., for specifications only, separately for each
CPCI, and including impact on specifications by related ECPs), the information
would have to be extracted from the configuration index atid change status
report, jointly, and reformatted.
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At the same time, coverage provided by the computer program status reports is
much broader than specification maintenance. In combination with the version
description document, they also effectively accomplish, for computer prograi.s,
functions generally analogous to those of post-PCA configuration status
accounting reports for equipanent. The fact that they do it prior to PCA, as
well as after, has suggested to some observers that similar coverage is really
needed for equipment--i.e., during the initial development period. In a few
cases, contractors have been required to issue the change status report as a
single monthly report covering all of each contractor's ECPs, whether affecting equipment CIs, CPCIs, or both. (The particular examples of those which
the author has seen actually placed their predominant emphasis on ECPs to
equipment Cis, to the extent of omitting significant elements of the required
status information for LEPs to computer programs.)
One original purpvie of the configuration index is to ensure that key documentation associated with computer programs is developed and regularly updated to
reflect the current configuration of each item. Failures to accomplish that
purpose have been a traditional and pervasive source of software user troubies
and expense. As outlined in %he guidebook, the configuration index and change
status report -re reports which should be preoared by the developer--and by
each developer, if the prog.am involves more than one. The information is
uceful not only for its nominal purposes, but can also be invaluable to a P0
in providing indicators of how effectively the contractor's configuration
management is integrated with his total CPCA development effort, throughout
the acquisition (see 5.2, basi. paragraph, also Figure 4-5 and 4-6). In short,
they can function as significant techniques in the PO's overall approach to
acquisition management of computer programs, when sufficient emphasis is
devoted to ensuring their proper preparation and uses.
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.SECTION .9.

TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

9.1 TE4NS*
Adaptation Data. Data whose values are fixcd for a given site or mission, but
which may varyfor different sites or missions. Adaptation data represent one
class of data that may be contained in the data base of a computer program
configuration item designed for multiple-site or multiple-mission uses.
Addendum SPecification.

(See Configuration Item Specification Addendum.)

Advance Change Notice (ACN). The ACN is a document (e.g., AFSC Form 223) which
precedes the preliminary or formal ECP, contains information establishing the
need for the change, and allows for effective initial evaluation of the
suggested change. (See AFSCP 375-I.) (MIL-STD-483)
MIL-STD-403 providis instructions for applicability of the ACN (or A%,SN) to
computer programs (para. 140.3.1) which duplicz..e those provided for equipment
Cls (para. 130.3). However, the form is rarely if ever used for CPCIs. It
does not become applicable, according to the instructions, until after the
product basel ne is established; it is not applicable even then unless specifically required in the given contract; and, in practice, it is only one of
va;-ious optional ways in which study and coordination can be accomplished as
a basis for procuring activity authorization to prepare a formal ECP.
Advance Change/Stzidy Notice (ACSN). See Advance Change Notice (ACN).
Allocated Baseline. (See Baseline.)
Allocated Configuration Iu!ntiftcaton (ACI). Current approved technical
]-cumentation defining performance, design, and qualification requirements
for a configuration item, In effect, the development (Type B) specification
or equi-alent.

*The Dob configuration management standard referenced in AFR 65-3 as "MIL-STDCMX" is in process of Joint Services review and coordination at the tiowe of
this writing as MIL-STD-XXX. A coordination draft of MIL-STD-XXX contains a
comprenensive glossary of terms to be standardized for DoD-wide uses, from
which a number of these definitions were drawn. The draft is not d lngitimate reference. It is identified herein, however, for the purpose of
acknowledgi g the actual source of those particular definitions.
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Baseline. The configuration of a configuration item (CI) as defined by an
Tidinfifcation document or set of such documents formally designated and fixed
at a specific time during a C's life cycle. Baselines, plus apiroved changes
from thost baselinqs, constitute the current configuration iden;ification.
For co guration management there are three baselines, as follows:
Functionel Baseline.

The initial approved functional conf'guration
identificati on.

Allocated Baseline.

The initial approved allocated configuration
identification,

Product Baselire.

The initial approved or conditionally approved
product configuration identification. (AFR 65-3)

Basic Issue. The first issue of d newly-developel document that is submitted
for ;icceptance in finish^d form, often preceded by one or more draft issues.
In the case of a specification, the basic issue is the first formal issue
that bears authenticating signatures on the title page and defines the initial
allocat. or product baseline for the given item.
Change Issue Identifier. An alphan,..eric number assigned by a developer to
dentlfy successive i-pdates to specifications or other documents by means of
r&,ange pages, as distinct from comlrte revisions. For a specification, the
,hange issue identifier can be equivalent to the SCA number.
Coiruter Program. An ordered set of instructions an., data re4uired to cuntrol
the opration of a computer. The end prcduct of the process required to produce a computer program is usually a punched deck of cards, magnetic or paper
tapes, or other physical media con+ ining the ordered set of instructions in
a forta suitable for insertion into a computer. Under control of the instructions, the computer per,-orms a set of well-defined and logically related
functions. (MIL-STD-XXX)
Computer Program Component (CPC). A functionally or log.cally distinct part
of a coioputer program dstingtoished for pukposes of convenieiCL in designiag
and specifying a complex computer program as an atsembly of subordinate
elements. (MIL-STD-483)
Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCI). A computer programming end pro* -twho-se
deelopment and subsequent modification are subject to configu-ation managemet.,.
(MIL-STD-XXX)
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A document which specifies the
Proro.
t
ccbuter
total functmnal perfor
rquiruenUsfor each CPCI. This specification
represents a comprehensive d definitive statement of the performance design,
(MIL-STD-XXX)
and test requirements to berut by the computer program
Equivalent to "Part I CPCI specification" or "Type B5 specification
oputer Program Product pecification. A document or series of documents
which coitai
the detailedtechnical description of the C: as designed and
coded. It is a complete description of all routines, limits, timing, flow,
and data base characteristics of the computer program, including listings of
the coded instructions. (MIL-STD-XXX)
Equivalent to "Part II CKCI specification" or "Type C5 specification".
Configuration. The functional and/or physical characteristics of hardware/
computer programs as set forth in technical documentation and achiev. 1 in a
product. (AFR 65-3)
Configuration Control. The systematic evaluation, coordination, approval or
disapproval, and Implementation of all approved changes in the configuration
item after formal establishment of its ronfiguration identifi:ation. (AFR 65-3)
Configration Control Board JCCB).

;°

A board composed of representat4 ves of

va ous functional organizations used to (1)serve as a body to review, verify
classification of, and approve/disapprove proposed changes and deviations, and
(2)
to perform total impact evaluation of proposed engineering changes.
(MIL-STD-XXX)
Configuration Control Board Directive (CCBD). A document which records the
decision of the configuration control board (CCB) approval or disapproval of
a proposed change stibmitted by a contractor, and i- the basis for issuance of
a contract modification if the change is approved. (MIL-STD-XXX)
Configuration Identification. The current approved or conditionally apprnved
technical documentation for a configuration item as set forth in specifications, drtwings, and associated lists, and documents referenced thtrein.
(MIL-STD-XXX)
Cvvntigu-ation Item (CI.
An aggregation of hardware/computer programs or any
o? its discrete portions, which satisfies an end-use function and is designated
by the Government or configuration ma~iagement. CIs may vary widely in complex~ty, size, and type, from an aircraft, electronic, or ship system to a
test meter or round of ammunition. (Abbreviated, from AFR 65-3)
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Configuration Item Addendum Specification. A document prepared by writing a
specification (adderdum) by direct reference to an existing spec'riration and
recording in the new specification, reference to each paragraph in the existing
specification. A specif'cation created in this manner is i new and complete
specification with a nr specification number. (MIL-STD-XXX)
Configuration Itm Development Record. A record which provides siatus information on the develo& ent progress of a 'onfiguration item. (MIL-STD-483)
For computer proS..ams, equivalent to Section A of the configuration index.
Configuration Managenmnt. A discipline applying technical and administrative
direction and surveillance to (1) identify and docu,.ient the functional and
physical characteristics of a configuration item (2) control changes to those
characteristics
nd (3)reord and report change processing and implementation status. (AFn65-3) e
Contract. The legal agreement between DoD ard industry, or similar internal
agreement wholly within the Government, for the development, production, maintenance, or modification of an item(s). (MIL-STD-XXX)
Critic,' Design Review (CDR). [MIL-STD-XXX provides separate definitions of
MR for hardware and computer programs, as follows:]
Critical Design Review (Hardware). A formal technical review of the
design of an item to assure that design requirements havw been met
hefore release of documentation for production.
Critical Design Review (Computer Program). A formal technical review
of the design as depicted by the specification and flow diagrams, sufficiently detailed to enable the programmer to co-'e, compile, an- debug
a computer program, to assure that design requirements have been met
before beginning coding.
Critical Item. An item within a configL.-ation item (CI) which, because of
spec al engineering or logistic considerati is,requires an approved specificution to establish technical or inventory control at a level below the
CI level. (MIL.-STD-XXX)
The critical item desiqndtion does not apply to computer proqrams.
Data Item Des-rietion (DID). A standard form (DO Furm 1664) employed to
efne format and content requireuentF for specifications, reports, manuals,
and various other itefirs of technical or management data to be delivered u-)ver
a contract.
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Develoeimnt Test and Evaluation (DU&E). Test and evaluation conducted by the
procur ng command ind its contractors to demonstrate that the design and
development process iscomplete and that the system will meet specifications.
SDeviation

-units

Swaiver

I;
II

Lii
H

)

A specific written authorization, granted prior to the irv'nufacture
of an item, to depart from a particular performance or design requirement of a
contract, specification, drawing, or other document for a specific nu1iber of
or a specific period of time. A deviation differs from an engineering
change in that an appro,,ed engineering change requires corresponding revis 4 on
of the documAntation defining the affected item, whereas a deviation does not
contemlate revision of the applicable specification or drawing. (MIL-STD-480)
As they pertain to equipment CIs, deviations and waivers are documented distepancies between the actual configuration of one or more units of the CI
and the configuration defined in the CIs specification. The principal difference is that the deviation iq processed in advance of manufacture, whereas the
is granted during production or at the time of Inspection by the procuring activity. The specification referenccd is typically the product specification, together with its as.ociated englneer.ng d,awlngs and design/
construction standards.
Hence, deviations and waivers used for those purposes do not have any comparable applicability to computer programs, hasically because the CPCI product
specificatinn does not govern the "manufacture" of units -i,a compar-ible
manner. Using the term in its general sense, deviations may often occur for
units (copies) of a CPCI, as described in 5.4.1 and 6.2 of the tcxt herein.
Those should not occur except when authorized by proper.authurity. However,
such deviations are not normally associated with procuring activity acceptance
of the CICI, or versions thereof, either before or at the time of its delivery.
If a given deviation is authorized (e.g., for test purposes) and proves desirable t retain, the normal solution is to process an engineering change to the
specification.
En_ teerinq Change. An alteration in the configuration of a configuratior item
or
tems, ordelivered,
to be delivered,
or underOiich
development,
formal establishment
its configu',ation
identification,
results after
in a corresponding
change in its descriptive docjmentation.

(MIL-STD-480)

Engineering Change Pi'oposal (ECP). A term which includes both a proposed
engineering change and the documentation by which the change is described and
suggested. (MIL-STD-480)
Functional Baseline.

(See Baseline)
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Functional Configuration Audit (FCA).
A formal audit to validate that the
development of a configuration Item (CI) has been completed satisfactorily and
that the CI has achieved the performance and functional characteristics specified in the functionzl or allocated configuratl)n identification. (MIL-STDXXX)
Functional Configuration Idertifcation (FCI).

The curr, t approed or condi-

tUonally approved technical docue*ntatlon which describes performance, design,
and test requirements for a syst,' and, if ary, its system segments. In
effect, the system specificatinn or equivalent.
Generation Breakdown.

A listing of subordinate items and parts comprisng a

system or major configuration item. The subordinate elements are listed in
top-dawn order, reflecting their indenturLd relationships in the assembly
hierarch.- as a whole.
*"

Interface. A region common to two or more elements, systems, projects, or
programs, charact-rized b' mutual physical, functional, and/or procedural
properties. (MIL-STD-XXX;
Interface Control. Interface control comprises the delineation of the procedures and documentation, both administrative and technical, contractually
necessary for identification of functional and physical characteristics between
two or more Cls which are provided by different cotitractors/Government agencies,
and the resolution of problens thereto. (MIL-STD-483)
Interface Control Document (ICD). A document which records the compatible
design or ope ating relations between two or more interfacing conf 4 guratior
item designs, and hen approved, reflects the agreement between two or more
contra-tors/Government agencie-/contractcr divisions. The document, are used
as design control documents, delineating interface engineering data coordinated
for the purpose of:

-

Irequirements

(a) establishing and maintdining compatibility between
co-functioning items;
(b) controlling irtetface design thereby preventing changes to items
which would affect compatibility with co-functioning
subsystems;
(c) communicating design decisions ant changes thereto to participating activitieF.
(MIL-STD-lOOA)
Item. A nonspecific term used to denote any product, i'icluding systers,
materials, parts, subassemblies, sets, accessories, Ptc. (MIL-STD-280A)
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A form ,ised to propose revisions to a drawing or
Notice of Revision (NOR).
nda after approval, to notify use.'s that th- drawing or list has been,
or will be, revised accordingly. (Abbreviated fr(' MIL-STD-480)
Applicibility of the dOR to computer programs is provided for in paragraph
140.14 of MIL-STD-483. The NOR is comparable to the SCN, in that it may
accompany an ECP, repiacing the SCN, to describe the change to a specification
(including, for equipment, engineering drawings) when it is desired to alter
the configuration of certain items. MIL-MTD-480 does not clarify how or
whether it applies to Class II as well as o Class I changes; however, if useL
for a computer prograir change, it would seem to be appropriate for both. The
NOR is prepared instead of an SCN when the contractor preparing the ECP ,s not
the originator or custodian of re specification--as he would not Lbe for an item
p.rchased from a commercial vendor or perhaps for an inventory i m. According
to MIL-STD-480, the rrocuring dctivity then arranges (ifhe apprives the NOR)
to have the originator/custodian issue the char,ge to the sp,.i ication. -- Thus,
to a computer program depends tn some extent on relationships of
applicability
both procuring activit' and contractor to the item originator/cistodia,., and
may involve legal considerations pertaining to data rights.
Operational Test and Evaluatiun (OT&E). lest and evaluation conducced by the
using command and AFTEC to estimpte a system's military utility, operational
effectiveness, and operational sui .a, lity.
The formal examination of the "as built"
Physical Configuration Audit (PCA).
co Figuration of a unit of a CI against its technical documentation in order
%o establish the CI's initial product confinuration identification. (MIL-STD-480)
Prelimtnar Design Review (PDR). A formal review of the preliminary design of
a system functional area or of a configuration item to establish system compati~ility of the design, identify specific engineering documentation and
define physical and functional interface relationships. (MIL-STV 'XX)
Product Baseline.

(See Baseline.)

Product Configuration Identification (PCI). In effect, Lne product specification for a CI, or its equivalent documentation.
For equipment CIs: The current approved or conditionally approved technical documenta-ion which defines the configuration of a CI during the
production, operation, maintenance, and logistic support phases ff its
life cycle, and which prescribes (1)all necessary physical or form, fit,
and function characteristics of a CI, and (2) the selected functional
characteristics designated for production acceptance testing, and (3)
the prod'tion accPErtance tests. (MIL-STD-480)
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r
For computer program CIs:

I
Technical computer programming documenation

v.iich describes the "'as built" 4,-igr and coding of the compLte, program.
Qualificdtion. Verification by means of tests and other suitable met.,ods that
a rnewly-dcveTop, item meets the requirf.lents of it- development (Type B)
specification.
Retrofit. Incorporation of an engineering ch .nge (at any level) in ac(epted
or in-serce items. (MTL-STD-480) As reiated to the transfer of progra.
managemeni responsibility from AFSC to AFLC, AFR 57-4 distinguishes two major
classes of retrofit changas as follows:
Modifications. Changes fur which the reouirements are identified
aTfter PMRT.
Updating Changes. Changes for which
quirements are identified prior
to WVRT, but which may not be implemented until after PMRT; AFSC is
normally responsbie for implementinj this cias. of changes.
Revi* i or,.
(a) A new issue of an entire docmient or volume which completely supersedes any previous issue, all pages being identified by the same
applicable revision element of the document number.
(b) Generally, a charge to a document or volume made b, any suitable
method.
Seri, lization. The application o numeric and/or alphehetic designators in
a scf
order to distinguish individual units of a CI. (MIL-STC-XXX)
Software. In this guidebook, synonymous with "computer program(s)".
l.- , and 7.2 herein.)

(See

Specification. A document which clearly and aLcurately describes the essentill technical requirements for items, materials, o- services including the
procedures by which it will be determined that the requirements have been me..
(DoDO 4120.3)
!$)ecification Lhange Notice (SCN).
A document used to propose, transmit and
recovd changes to a specification. In proposed form, prior to approval, the
SCN (P) supplies proposed changes in the text of each page affecLed.
IMIL-STD-480)
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Specificaton Tree. A die ram or listing showing the "iaentured relationships
between specification-type documents (,r requir nent, documents "rdeplne .t of
the assembly or install, on rolatiorships of tL, items affected.
(MIL-STD-i. %A)
System A composite of equipment, skili;, ard techniques capable of pereming
or supporting an operational rcle, or both. A complete system i,.-ludes all
equipment, related facilities, materidl, computer prigrams, servi.es, and
personnel required for its operation and support to the degree that it can oe
considered a self-sufficient unit in its intended operational environment.
(MIL-STD-XXY)
System Allocation Document. A document which identifies the segreg-tion of
configuration items by serial number and the system configurat in a each
location. (1,kIL-STD-483)
The SAD has been applied, at the system and system segment le"els, with the
requirerent to include computer programs ii,accordance wi4 h A1ppendix Xi of
MIL-STD-483. Its real usefulness is evidently limited, ;owever, to p'oviding
a record of the fact that given CPCIs ar assigned to the identified Lcation.
Emphasis it-the form is on numbers and specific identification of equipment
units (serial numbers) and on tr drawing and part numbers. Much of .hat
information required for equipment is either not applicable or irrelevant to
computer programs--especially if the given location has the capability, as
many do, to duplicat' its own additional copies of the CP(s as ntded.
System Seqment. A discrete package of system perforinirice reqLirements, functional interface , and configuration ite, contracted tu -ne contractor cr
assigned to one Government irganizatinn lirectly responsible to the Procurinagenry for that port of th! system's total pprformaiic.
(MIL-STD-483)
Unit. In configuration management, one complete ar-icie of a con'iguration
item. For examnlc, one -111A of a total qiantity of 100 FlIlAs. (MIL-' D-480)
By analogy, individual copiez of a master tdpe would constitu- units of 1
CPCI. Units of an equipment CI are distinguished by their serial numbers,
which are important in ronfiguration status accoutting. The eetablished hardware practices and concepts pertai-ina to units ard serializativn ten, not t
have comparable significance or uses in sof~ware L....'Lation mana, me ,t.

4

Varsion. IMe actual cont.guration ot e computer program ;ontiguration item
OPIT'which is introedced for inSLallition and test nr ope-atiu,, nto the
system in the form of a magnetic tpe, deck o cards, disc, o, otner physical
"t, 'i um. A new version is createu (a)when a iewl '-developed item i' first
delivered; or (b) whenever the CPCI is completely reassembled, concainifig ;'
Class I and (labs II changes arcomplished since the preceding versioo,
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An interim versivo occurs when -iMngle ulass I change is in-,' oduced
into -n existinq version through delivery of wjartial aianges to the
CP(I, short of complete reassembly or releasE of a complete riw tape
or card deck.
ga-ver. A written auhorizati to accept a configuration item or other
designated items, which during produLon or aftar havi.ig be,2n stbmitted for
inspection, are found to depart from specified reqivirements, but nevE'theless
are Lonsidered suitable for use "as Is"or after rework by an approved method.
(Also, see Deviation.)
(MIL-STD-480)

9.2 PBBREVTATIONS
ACI
AFLC
AFR
AFSC
AFILC
ASD
ATC

Al loca Led C.ifi guration Identi f ication
Air Force Logistics Cumaiand
Air Force Regulation
Air Force Systems Command
AMr Force Test and Evaluation Center
Aeronautical Systems Division (AF.,C)
Air Training Command

CCB
COBL
CDR
CDRL
CI
CMO
rPC
CPCI
CPCSB
CPDP
CPTN
CPT&E
CR
CRISP

Configur~tion Control Board
Configuration Contro! Board Dire tive
Critical Design Review
Contract Data Req .irement,; List
Confi-iration Item
Configuration M;4nagei1ent Office
Computer Program Component
Computer Prooram Configuration Item
Computer P,.ogram Configuration Sub-Board
Computer Program Developmetit Plan
Conputer Program Jdentifi(.ation Nuirner
Comp' ter Program Test and Evaluation1
Change Report (Class II)
CL.alpUt.:r Resources Integrated 'upport Plan

DCN
DID
DT&E

)ocument Ch~ange Notice
Data Item Description
Departiment of Defense
Development Test and Evauation

ECP
ESO

Enineering Change Piposal
Electronic Systems division (AFSC)

DoD
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FCA
FCI
FQR
Tf-

Interface Control Drawing

ICWG

Interface Control Working Group

LEP

List of Effecti

NOR

Notice of Revision

O/S CMP
OT&E

Operational/Suppirt Configuration Management Procedures
Operatiotial Test and Evaluaticn

PCA
PCI
PDR

Physica' Configuration Audit
Product Configuration Ienti fi cation
Preliminary Design Review
Program Management Directive
PY,,gram Management Responsibility Transfer
Program Office

PMD

j00

PMRT

S

Functional Configuration Audit
Functional Configuration Identification
Formal Qualification Review

2

Pages

rp
ROC

Request for Propos-I
Required ;p~rational Oapability

SAMSO
SCN
SDR
SoW
SRR

Space anu Missile Systems Organization (AFSC)
Specification Change lotice
System Design Review
Stat'.ment of Work
System Requiremen~s Review

T[D
TO
TR

To Be Determined
Technical Order
Technical Report

VDD

Version Description Document

I
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